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,-------, TODAY:
Sunny.
High:
Upper 80s
Low: 65.
SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 80s. Low: 63.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: High 80s.
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Pikes receive
minimum fine ·

In through the out door

Murray city police began
enforcing the city sticker
ordinance for those who live
and work in the city of Murray. Faculty, staff and students who work are
required to purchase a sticker.

•Fraternity: The Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity was fined
$250 by the Interfraternity
Council for a rush
infraction.
BY REKA AsHLEY
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OpEd
Becca Brown,
junior creative
writing major
from Paducah,
discusses the
media's power
to influence trends in today's
society.

Seepage
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CollegeL!fe
Where is the best fast food
in Murray? Where do you
find the best clothes? We
want you to tell us which
businesses you think are
worthy of winning the Reader's Choice Awards.

Seepage

8

Sports
The Murray State football
team won its first game convincingly over SIU. Performances from transfers
helped the team to acquire
the victory.

See pap,e

13
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Danny Voweii/The News
Coby Delle. senior from Mayfield, examines a piece of his artwork Wednesday
afternoon. Delk's studio is located in the basement of Lovett Auditorium.

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
was found guilty of being in partial violation of the Inter-fraternity Council constitution at the
Judicial Board meeting Sept. 3.
The section states, "No person
shall consume alcohol .while in
the presence of a registered
rushee, on a rushee's property
or anyone's property affiliated
with a fraternity."
The Judicial Board found
alcohol was consumed at an

organized function by the Pikes
during rush week, but no
rushees were proven to be in
attendance. The board fined the
Pikes $250, the minimum fine
possible for such a violation.
At the Interfraternity Council
meeting Tuesday, the Pikes
were given one month to pny the
fine.
Tony Jonas, one of the IFC
board members who filed the
complaint, said he stands by the
Judicial Board's decision.
"I don't have an opinion on the
outcome of the hearing," he
said. "Whether or not the Pikes
violated the constitution was
not my decision to make, it was
the board's. They mnde their
ruling. I just reported what I
saw occur. They made a fair rutPlease see FINE/11

Roommates sign contracts to avoid conflict
•Housing: In an effort to
avoid conflicts, roommates
are now required to sign a
contract outlining expectations and room rules.
BY TARA SHELBY
STAFf WRITEJt

Roommate contracts bave
been implemented by housing
this semester to help the residential colleges deal with roommate conflicts, Karol McCant,
coordinator of residence education, said.
In the past, roommate contracts were only used when the
residents reported a problem,
MeCant said. These contracts
were lengthy and troublesome
for the housing staff.
"Basically, we've had roommate contracts for people who
had problems, but we wanted

something easier to use," idents and help them to reach a
McCant said.
compromise," she said.
Now students are being
However, many students feel
asked to filJ out a contract roommate contracts are not
which covers areas such as enforceable and are unneeded.
smoking in the room, having
"'Even if people do them, it
overnight guests and noise lev- doesn't mean they'll follow
els.
them," Stephanie Parson,
There is no clearcut penalty junior from Ohio County, said.
for breaking the .contracts, and 'qt's ju,et a piece of paper."
because the program ia still
"I guess they're OK for freshnew, it is hard to see where it men, but I'm a junior and I've
will go. Right now, residential been with my roommate for
directors and advisers are three years," Kelli Gibson,
responsible for negotiating accounting
major
from
with the residents until a com- Louisville, said. "I really don't
promise is reached.
think we need them."
''The RA's role is to sit down
Many students new to the
with the residents and see residential colleges have found
what each expects to happen," them to be a useful tool in
Tammy Townsend, Springer avoiding roommate ~onOicts.
RA, said.
"1 think they're a good idea if
Larissa Shoemaker, Hart RA, people use them," Sarah Beth
describes herself as a mediator. Drennan, transfer student
"It's my job to discuss each . from Fredonin, said.
roommate's views with the res"I think it's good because it

Roommate Housing ContractCleanliness
Furniture arrangements
Conflict management
Smoking
Telephone line usage
Visitation
Personal property
Noise
Paying jointly for items,
sharing food
Locking doors
Other

John Simanowitz/The News

lets each other know where you
stand on issues," Justin Hodge,
freshman from Marion, said.
The roommate contracts are
negotiable if residents change

Carr repairs delayed
-carr Health: Renovations
to the Carr Health building
will be decided upon by a new
committee which will determine what repairs can be
made with the allotted $2
million.

their minds later in the semester, McCant said. If n compromise cannot be reached
between the residents, either
can request a room change.

Education annex
obtains funding
-construction: After receiving funds
originally for use in Carr Health,
approval has been given to contract an
annex for the Special Education
Building.
BY LEE RETZLAFF
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY )AI<E BURGESS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

We are improving our presence on the Information
Superhighway. Check out
our evolving World Wide
Web page at
www.thenews.org.
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Almost a year after the plans to
renovate the Carr Health building
were drawn up, a committee is
being formed to see what actually
needs to be fixed on the 61-yearold building.
Russ Wall , director of school services and research, said the committee will look at the Carr Health
building and see whnt needs the
most improvement. After the committee determines what needs to
be renovated, it will start getting
bids from architects.
"We are looking for the best
bang for the buck," Wall said.
The Kentucky General Assembly originally gave $10 million to
the University for renovations for
Carr Health. The state is now
allowing the University to spend
the $10 million for any project.
The University has already allotted $7 million to an addition to the
Spe<:ial Education Building and $1
million for the Business Building.
The remaining $2 million will go
to renovate Carr Health.

Cara Wooden/The News

Bob Barton, junior from Harton, Ill., prepares to lift weights Wednes·
day afternoon In Carr Health's weight room as james Kaelin, freshman
from Louisville, looks on.
"We have a lot of work on it dents with disabilities.
(Carr Health), and we do not have
"The building was built when
the funds to ~o what we need," handicap accessibility was not an
Wall said.
issue," Jack Rose, dean of the ColHe also said the committee is lege of Education and head of the
just now starting to look at Carr committee, said.
Health because the addition to the
The Carr Health Building wns
constructed
in 1937. The last
Special Education Building wns a
major renovations were made in
top priority.
The handicap accessibility of the 1975.
Rose said the committee will
Carr Health Building will also be
looked at by the committee, as consist of members of the College
well as repairs to classrooms, of Education, faculty from the
department of health, physical
offices and wiring.
education
and recreation and
There are labs students have to
climb up two flights of steps to get other staff members such as

to, which causes problems for stu-

.

Please see RENOVATIONS/16

The Special Education Building will expand
with a new annex. It may be finished by the
year 2000.
Jack Rose, dean of the College of Education,
chairs the committee in charge of the new building. He said the primary reason for a new nnncx
was to put as many of the College of Education
functions together in one facility as possible.
"We really didn't have a building that was the
Education building," Russell Wall, committee
co-chair, said. "It has kind of been a wish list for
some time."
Currently, Wells Hall holds two of the three
departments that comprise the College of Education. Wall and Rose hope the closer proximity
ofthe departments will improve cooperation.
"By having most of us in one building, 1 think
the faculty will be able to work across departments easier," Rose said.
The new annex will sit to the east side of the
Special Education Building, facing 16th Street.
Neither the architect nor designs have been
chosen.
Rose believes the addition wi11 be a threestory complex, possibly connected through a
walkway to the original building. He said it will
probably be 50,000 to 60,000 square feet.
Wall said the building might wrap around the
current building, covering all of the east and
Please 8ee ANNEX/16
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SGA sponsors
fall blood drive

Whittling away

ABC workshop
offered at Murray

•

An Adults Belong in College workshop for nontraditional students who
are interested in learning
more about attending college is scheduled for Monday, Sept. 28 from 6 to 9
p.m. in the Curris Center
Mississippi Room.
workshop
is
This
designed for people who
have been out of school a
number of years and want
to return to college to
earn an undergraduate
degree.
The workshop is free,
but reservations must be
made by Friday. Sept. 25.
Reservations can be made
by phoning the Center for
Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at
762-2666.

Mulligan elected
to Pogue Library
board of directors
William H. Mulligan Jr..
associate professor of history and director of the
Forrest C. Pogue Public
History Institute, has been
elected to the board of
directors of the Commonwealth Preservation Advocates.
CPA focuses on legislative issues related to the
preservation of historic
sites and structures in
Kentucky and at the
national level,
The Forrest C. Pogue
Public History Institute
provides graduate level '''
training in several areas of
public history and works
with local governments
and community groups in a
variety of ways to preserve
the heritage of the Commonwealth. For information, contact William H.
Mulligan Jr. at 762-6571.

Watkins presented
with service award
Yancey L. Watkins, professor in the department
of elementary and secondary education, was
presented with the 1998
Special Service Award for
outstanding contributions
to the advancement of literacy, to the field of reading education or to the
association itself. The
award was presented during the International Reading Association Banquet in
Orlando, Fl., at the association's 43rd annual convention.This award is one
of two premiere awards
given by the IRA. Watkins
is the first person from
Kentucky to receive the
Special Service Award.

News correction
In the Sept. 4 article on
the opening of Snappy
Tomato, the news staff
reported Pizza Hut was
owned by Eugene Barnett,
the current owner of
Snappy Tomato.
Pizza Hut is owned by
NPC. The article also
stated Pizza Hut was located where Snappy Tomato
Is now, but Pizza Hut was
not at any time.
Briefs compiled by Heather

Martin, staff writer

SGA: The annual blood donates blood gets a free Tdrive will take place on the shirt and food, as well as the
third floor of the Curris satisfaction of knowing his
Center for two days next blood will be used to help someone else.
week.

11

BY CHRISTINE

HALL

NEWS EDITOR

The Student Government
Association and the Western
Kentucky Regional Blood Center are organizing a blood drive
to take place on Sept. 16 and
17.
Amy Elliott. University
affairs chairperson for SGA,
said the blood drive is very
important for the area.
"The blood supply is really
low in the area," she said. "We
need people to come out and try
to give blood."
As in past years, anyone who

Cara Wooden/The News

Aerie Meredith, senior from Caneyville, concentrates on a woodworking project
Wednesday In the Applied Science Building.

Last year, 261 pints ofblood
were collected. Elliott said she
hopes this year's drive will
bring in 300 or more pints.
"Last year there was an average number of people that ,
came out," she said. "I hope
this year more people donate."
To entice more people into
donating blood, Elliott said
there will be a competition
among campus organizations
for which one will 'have the
most participants. The winner
will receive a p.izza party.
The blood drive will take
place on the third floor of the
Curris Center from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. both days.

Applied science lab link back to normal
•Computers: The Applied
Science Building computer
lab was temporarily closed
because of overuse.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
NEWS EDITOR

The computer lab located in
the Applied Sciences building
was under construction this
week to fix a faulty link in the
system.
The Applied Science lab, one
of the main computer labs on
campus, was utilized by many
students who had to loo:k elsewhere for, ac.~.es~· t , ........., .....
David Dowdy, information
systems manager, said the
problem with the computers
was not a server crash but
more like a link meltdown.
"There were too many users,"
be said. "It burned the link up."
Dowdy said when the com-

puter lab was installed, a temporary link was put in.
"Initially, we put in a temporary link, but it did not have
the capacity for all of the
machines,"
Dowdy
said.
"Because of this the system
went down, and we had to
order another piece of equipment."
Instead of continuing with
the temporary link, the information systems department is
hoping to connect the lab with
fiber optics.
"We are in the process of
putting in fiber optics, but we
are running into problems
because there is not a good
path to get to it," Dowdy said.
"We have to run from Faculty
Hall to Fine Arts and then to
Applied Sciences."
Dowdy said fiber optics
should have atready been put
into the lab, but the department is changing and it is bard

ity for campus. Many students
are concerned with the changing hours the lab bas.
Applied Science
Linda Miller, director of acaRoom 301N
demic
computers, said lab
10 a.m.- midnight M-T
hours
had
to be juggled to
10 a.m.-4:30pm F
make at least one lab available
1 p.m. - midnight Sun
at all times .
1 p.m. - 6 pm Sat/Sun
"It's just part of the guessing
•
Blackburn
.,:)'
she said. "It is hard to
game,"
•
1 p.m. - 6 pm Sat/Sun
know what time is best."
Faculty Hall 204
She said Faculty Hall
changed its weekend hours
B a.m. - 6 p.m. M-W-F
9:30a.m. - 6 p.m. T-TH
because of the lack of students.
"Last spring we tried to keep
source: Linda Miller
the lab opened," Miller said.
' John Simanowitz/The News
"There
was just not enough
I
people to justify the cost o'~f~__.~
to find enough personnel to fin- happen again.
ish thejob.
"We are setting up a tempo· keeping up the lab during the
On Thursday, information rary server in the building to weekends."
systems was in the process of decrease the Load," he said. "As
Miller said the labs are
rebooting the system.
far as we know now, we are in experimenting with keeping
On Wednesday, the link was the process of reloading all of the lab open in the Applied Sciback up and Dowdy said infor- the machines."
ence building until midnight to
mation systems is trying to set
The computer lab in Faculty see if there is a large student
it up properly so it does not Hall is another important facil- response.

Computer Lab Hours for Main Labs on Campus

?•

?

'

Board looks at health care COuntry superstar
Tim McGraw
performs at RSEC

tiations with the companies.
"N~gations have been a little
more complex than I had
hoped," she said. "But, we hope
to have the full recommendations by Friday."
If the company or companies
are decided upon and recommended to the Board, Gorden
BY jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
said she feels confident the
EDITOR.:IN-CHIEF
board will ratify the recomThe Board of Regents may mendations.
"'Because it is what they have
ratify a new health care probeen
advised on all along, I
posal at today's meeting if
anticipate that the
would
negotiations with companies "A
Board
would
ratify the recomand B" are complete.
mendations,"
Gorden
said.
Joyce Gorden, associate vice
After the Board approves the
president of Human Resources,
said it is their department's plans, Gorden said the next
intent to make a recommenda· step is finalizing the plan
tion to the Board, but as of designs and working on the
Wednesday it was still in nego· newsletters for the faculty and

•Regents: If negotiations
between the University and
the health care companies
end by today's meeting, the
Board may approve the
health care proposal.

staff.
During the meeting, the
Board will also report all personnel changes including
salary roster, resignations and
terminations and new employment. The Board will also hear
recommendations on the
appointment of Brian Van
Hom, former two-time Student
Government Association president, as the director of the Paducah campus.
Todd Earwood, SGA president and student regent, said
the Board will also approve the
official change of title from
University Center Board to
Campus Activity Board. He
said the approval is "simply a
formality."

•RSEC: Tim McGraw will make his first appearance
at the new Regional Special Events Center on Sept.
26at8p.m.
BY

Country superstar Tim
McGraw is corning to perform a concert in the recently constructed Regional Special Events Center.
McGraw brings his "On
Tour Everywhere" show ~
Murray State's campus Saturday, Sept. 26 at 8 p.m.
This wi11 be the premiere
concert in the new RSEC.
McGraw's ballad "It's Your Tim McGraw
Love," with harmony by his
wife Faith Hill, spent six weeks at number one on the Bill·
board singles chart. This is the longest run at number one for
a country single in the '90s.
Additionally, McGraw's single "Just To See You Smile"
stayed on the Billboard singles chart for 42 weeks, setting a
record for the longest time period for a song to stay on the
chart
Among McGraw1s numerous awards is one of the Country
Radio Music Awards: Best Male Artist in 1998.
Shelley Todd, manager of RSEC, is optimistic concerning
the outcome of the concert.
"The concert could go either way," Todd said. "He (McGraw)
bas a tremendous following, so I think it will be successful."
Todd reported as of Tuesday almost 3,000 tickets had
already been sold. She also said the tickets sold at outlet sites
had not been added to this total in several days.
The RSEC has 7,860 seats when set up for concerts. There
are 6,000 tickets on sale for the McGraw concert.
Todd said in the first week and a half nearly one-half of the
available tickets were sold.

Murray police enforce stickers
•Stickers: Any one who lives and works manent addresses outside the city do not have to
in the city of Murray is required by law to purchase a sticker.
Duncan said only jobs on campus in which the
purchase and display a city sticker.

BY CHRISTINE HALL
NEWS EDITOR

Murray City Police were on campus Tuesday
checking blue zones for city stickers.
According to the Murray Licensing Ordinance,
anyone who is employed in the city either full or
part-time has to purchase and display a city
sticker.
Sarah Duncan, Murray city clerk, said this
ordinance also applies to students who attend
Murray State and work in the city.
"Anyone who lives and/or works in Murray has
to have a sticker," she said. "That includes students who have on-campus jobs."
Students who reside in Murray but have per-

student is paid any amount, must have a sticker
on his or her car.
''The exception would be like nursing students
who have to go to the hospital," she said. "They
are going for internship purposes and don't need
the sticker."
·
Joe Green, director of Public Safety, said the
Murray Police have already been on campus
twice to ticket for stickers.
"They were looking at blue zones," he said. "If
they find a car with a blue tag, but no sticker,
that person will be cited."
There are two different times a person can
purchase a sticker for their car. Duncan said '
anyone who commutes to Murray can purchase
the sticker in August for $28.64. If someone is
working throughout the summer, be or she can
buy a sticker in May for $35 that will cover the
entire year.
J
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New housing facility ahead of schedule
approval to continue with conThe facility is designed to heard from Yeatts on the prostruction,"
Yeatts
said. better accommodate the resi- ject. She is waiting to hear from
"Recently, we hired an archi- dential college system already him before planning is started
tect to work on the design of the in place. The new facility will on moving students into the
consist of seven buildings each new facility.
building."
The recently hired architect housing up to 50 students. Two
"We had talked about plans
is scheduled to begin working buildings will be started to get two years ago, but decided to
on a part time basis Sept. 15. used to the project.
wait until the project is more of
BY DONALD LAWSON
Full time work will begin Oct.
"We
want
to
build
a
few
just
a
reality," Hulick said. "Now we
AssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR
15.
to cut our teeth," Yeatts said. will have to move the plans off
Yeatts said the initial design "We'll get started and see how the back burner because planMurray State is ahead of
for the facility has already been it's going."
'
ning will need to start in
schedule in the construction of
decided. Although the new
Completion of the new facili- December or January."
a new housing facility to be
architect will make changes, ty is projected for the summer
Hulick said the design ofhav·
located on Hamilton Field.
but the 'initial design is expect- of 1999, depending on bids and ing several small buildings is a
The project, announced last ed to stay the same.
common model for current resi·
construction progress.
school year, is one montll ahead
Desigri work is expected to be
•we should have the building dential college systems.
of schedule Dewey Yeatts, facil- completed by November with a , ready by August of'99 or Janu"We have found the smaller
ities management director, bid awarded soon after. Con- ary of 2000 at the latest," setting helps to satisfy stusaid.
struction should begin by late Yeatts said.
dents' needs and enhance their
•Last Thursday at a meeting November or early December,
Paula Hulick, director of out-of-classroom experience,"
in Frankfort, we received according to Yeatts.
Housing, said she has not yet she said

•Housing: The new housing facility has been given
approval by Frankfort for
initial construction to
begin next week.

RSEC to keep same name temporarily
Carter said funding from
' ' We've had
individuals and companies was
excellent in the construction of
phenomenal
the RSEC.
response in
"We've had a phenomenal
funding for the
response in funding for the
building," be said.
building. ' '
The RSEC, which hosted
BY G REG STARK
-JDOIY CARTER..·
Yout.Pfest '98 earlier this sumSTAFF W IITEI
DDlECTOil OF DEVELOPIIEln' mer, has its official grand openA1'fD ALUII!fi Afti'AIIl8
ing Saturday and will be folThe name remains the same.
lowed by the Tim McGraw conThe Regional Special Events
cert Sept. 26. Besides MSU
Center (RSEC) will remain the - Carter said. "Sometimes it hap- basketball, the RSEC and CalRegional Special Events Center pens at this stage of the game, loway County High School will
for now, Jim Carter, director of and sometimes it doesn't."
host a four-team boys' high
Development and Alumni
Many individuals and compa- school basketball tournament
Affairs, said.
nies contributed to funding for in December.
However, the idea of a donor the RSEC, but the University
A boat show will come to the
that might contribute fundS is waiting and looking for a suf- RSEC in January. Following
and have the donor's name as a ficient donor.
the boat show, sports-related
part of the new arena is still an
"They may come to us, we events such as the boys' and
option.
may go to them," Carter said of girls' first region basketball
"We still like the possibili- the possibility of a donor. "I tournaments and events of the
. ties and will continue to pro- think it would be a ppropriate Bluegrass State Games will
mote the possibility of having to recognize people for their take place in the RSEC in
March and April.
RSEC named for a donor," contributions."

•RSEC: The right ·donor
will decide the name of the
Regiona( Special Events
Center that has its open
house this weekend.

The RSEC will host another
entertainment-related event
next year, but the University
can't release details on it yet,
Carter said.
The University hopes to host
Youthfest '99 in June at the
RSEC. Carter said two You thfeats, one in eastern Kentucky
and one in western Kentucky,
might occur next summer.
"'f they decide to do that in
regions, then they've given us
the promise that they'll hold it
here," Carter said.
Carter said the University
isn't giving up hope a preseason NBA game might be
secured by the RSEC, but doesn't think it is likely because of
the ongoing NBA lockout.
"Beginning as ear ly as last
year, we had hoped to secure
an exhibition NBA game for
this season, but it doesn't look
like it is going to hapP,en due to
the lockout," he said.

_Po_lic_eB_ea_t _ _ _.:......__
September 3, 1998
9:02 1.m. Murray Police Department was enforcing the city sticker ordi- •
nance on campus.
'•
9:49 1.m. Shane Rosentreter reported his bicycle stolen from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center area .
.....
7:38 p.m. A citation was issued to Christopher S. Pitt for disregarding a
stop sign.
· •':
September 4, 1998
•.
4:39 a.m. Afire alarm was pulled in Hester College.
7:02 p.m. A smoke detector on the third floor of White College was actl·
vated. There was no fire.
.
9:17p.m. A citation was issued to Ronald P. Hodges Jr. for disregarding ..:
a stop sign.

..••

September 5, 1998
3:35 a.m. Christopher Cornett was charged with driving under the influence of drugs. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.·
4:48 p.m. A citation was issued to John Michael Gilbert for an improper
tum.
7:19 p.m. A citation was issued to Olivia M. Morgan for disregarding a
stop sign, and having no insurance or registration receipt.
September 6, 1998
no activity
September 7, 1998
no activity
September 8,1998
11 :54 a.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched for a brush fire .
on Waldrop Drive across from the Housing office. Minor damages were •
reported.
2:24 p.m. Joshua Haines reported the theft of his bicycle from the Curris
Center.
2:49p.m. A citation was issued to Rebekah F. Christman for an expired
license plate.
5:51 p.m. A smoke detector on the eighth floor of White College malfunctioned.
7:54 p.m. A citation was Issued to Mart< A. Sauerbrunn for disregarding
a stop sign.
9:42 p.m. A smoke detector on the third floor of White College went off
because of a flying disk.
,
10:26 p.m. There was a noise complaint behind the 200 block of College
Courts because of a sorority house.
September 9, 1998
1:14 p.m. Richard Williams reported his bicycle stolen from the Clark Col·
lege area.
6:35 p.m. A citation was Issued to Darin A. Walker for failure to yield.
9:44 p.m. A citation was Issued to Daniel W. Arnett for disregarding a
stop sign and no operator's license.
10:22 p.m. Hart College conducted a practice fire drill.

.

Motorist Aaalm -10

Racer Eecorta • 32

.

.

ln;oiTflation' for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
;·
..
news editor, from l11illeril* available from the Public Safety office.
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The Sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to
congratulate their new
member class of 1998.
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What would you do with

•

your last $20?

Name: Stephen
Keene

Major: Music
Performance

• Year: Senior
Hometown:
Louisville

· "I would take a
girl out to dinner and a
movie."

Name: Celeste

Sticker fines hit University
According to a law in Murray, every
student, faculty member and staff
member is required to have a city ordinance sticker on their vehicle if they
work within the city limits . This
includes on-campus jobs.
If a person buys the tag between
August and May it will cost $28.64. If
a person wants to purchase the tag for
a full calendar year it will cost $35.
The two main problems with the
stickers are the cost to the employee
and the time wasted by police officers
which could be used much more efficiently.
Most college students can probably
get away with not buying a tag
because police officers don't know
what students have jobs unless they
have off-campus jobs. However, faculty and staff members, identifiable by
their blue parking tags, may :receive a
ticket of $50.

rageous amount of money to this city
and gives it a more recognizable dot on
the map. Many faculty and staff memIssue: T he city of Murray
bers also commute to work, bringing
their
money with them to Murray
is ticketing on-campus
because of their shopping and gas
workers who do not have
expenses. The city of Murray. should
a city ord ina nce tag.
allow Murray State students, faculty
and staff to be exempt from this ordinance.
Position: Murray State
University employees and students
live on a budget. If any one of these
should be exe m pt from
people has to spend $35 for a work perthis o rdinance.
mit, it can hurt. College students live
on budgets, and they bring enough to
The city of Murray has neither the this city anyway.
Furthermore, why are Murray city
time nor the personnel to put this kind police taking time off from stopping
of citation on Murray State's faculty crime to place tickets on vehicles that
and staff.
do not have a city ordinance tag? The
Murray proudly boasts "Home ·o r Murray city police should be taking
Murray State University" with good care of the more serious problems, .
reason. The University brings an out- such as arresting criminals.

Ourl'iezo

Baker

Major:
Communication
Disorders
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Cadiz

"I would give it to charity

because something good
always happens."
Name: josh
Falspoehler
Major: Accounting
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
· Owensboro

''I would buy a
Doors CD and a
six pack of beer."

Carr renovations yet to begin
Major: Psychology
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Lexington

"I would buy

beer."
r.

'

Name: Connie
Siefker

Major:
Undeclared
,Year: Part-time
student

Hometown:
Murray

"I would give it to someone
,w ho had a need for it."
Lori Burling!View point Editor

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

We want to know why
the renovations to Carr
Health have not yet
begun. A little butterfly
told us the committee that
is supposed to be working
on this project has not
even been formed yet.
Although we have the
money, which is $2 million
plus, to make a few small
renovations, it still has
not been done.
Carr Health is a recreational center for Murray
State students, but many
of our students belong to
outside gyms, such as the
YMCA and Curves. The
reason behind this is Carr
Health is not acceptable
for these students. Students should not have to
go elsewhere for facilities
such as these. Carr
Health is big enough to be
renovated into a state-ofthe-art recreational center. Western Kentucky
University has one of the
best exercise facilities in
the state. My point being
is that many of the per·
spective students we lose
go to Western Kentucky
· University. With this
point, why don't we have

Ourlliezv
Issue: The reno~ations for Ca rr
Health have not been started.
Position: Murray State needs to reno·
vate Carr Health into a facility that
students can benefit from.
one?
Carr Health needs
many improvements. We
are not talking about sim·
ple things, like ftxing the
pool. We want bigger and
better things. The building needs to be accessible
to the disabled. It needs
new floors. The computers
need to be upgraded. The
weight rooms need to simply be usable. Why
haven't any of these
improvements
been
made?
We need a better recreational facility because we
need to stay healthy. College students usually gain
a little weight due to not
eating right. The government has warned of the
health risks from poor
nutrition, and many students want to change

their ways, but when they
pay so much for tuition,
parking passes and activity fees, many can't afford
to join a fancy exercise
club.
They shouldn't have to.
Murray
State has
received the money for the
Carr renovations, but we
can't see anything that
has been done. We have
the need, we have the support and we have the
money, so let's do somethingwith all ofthis. Murray State could ea8ily turn
Carr Health into the number one recreational facility on college campuses in
western Kentucky.
We do not understand
why Murray State does
not want to create something that will be beneficial for the school and stu-

a ssure Mr. Thomas that
NOBODY is jealous of Pi
Kappa Alpha. I don't know
if the PIKES committed
these infractions or not,
and I really don't care. But
if these accusations are
true, then they should be •
punished.
And as for Thomas and
Pi Kappa Alpha turning
this into a personal feud,
that is simply ridiculous.
They just need to grow up
and realize nobody is out to
get the PIKES because
their "rush went so well"
because nobody cares

about how well their rush
went. The members of the
IFC are just trying to do
their job. Tony Jonas himself said that it is not an
affair between Alpha Tau
Omega and Pi Kappa
Alpha. So, Thomas, please
get off this ego trip and
learn how to act your age
and represent your fraternity with some class.
NOBODY is jealous of you
or any other member of Pi
Kappa Alpha.

dents. Murray State
administration and staff
should take pride in their
campus and students. To
do this they should adhere
to the students needs.
Murray State is a home
to many students on this
campus. They take pride
in their school and campus and they also deserve
the respect.
As much publicity as
this project has gained, we
don't understand why the
administration won't take
care of the situation. All
you have to do is get start·
ed on the project. We have
plenty of funds to start it,
and I bet with our strong
alumni support we could
raise the rest.
In fact, I bet the administration could get a lot of
student support on this
project. Some organizations would also probably
particiapte in fund raisers.
We just want a facility
that is usable and beneftcial. Murray State students do a lot for this campus and they should be
rewarded with an excellent recreational facility..

Jennifer Sacharnoskl
Edito r-in-Chief

Denise Higgins
Associate Editor

Christine Hall
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Lori Burling
Viewpoint Editor
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Sports Editor
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The Murray State News Is prepared and
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These opinions do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the Univer'sity. This is an official publication of Murray
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Your Fh! U-'S
To the Editor:
I am writing this in
response to last week's
article on the PIKES
alleged infractions, in
which Pi Kappa Alpha
Pr~sident Chris Thomas
said, "I believe this is a
personal issue of jealousy
on the part of the other fra·
temities involved." What
planet does this kid live
on? What kind of fraternity
president would say something so immature in the
school newspaper? I am
not a member of any fraternity; however, I can

Richard LeVeque
Lexington

The Murray State
News welcomes commentaries and letters
to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words
or less and must be
signed. Contributors
should include
addresses and phone
numbers for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relationship to the University.
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My View
LORI BURLING

Classes
needed
for love
I have one suggestion for Murray
State University. Please offer a course
in how to deal with or without a relationship. I am so tired of hearing
females saying, "I need a man," or
worse, "that guy I talked to at the
party never called." Someone needs to
teach these students how to deal.
I don't know everything about relationships, but I do know you shouldn't
dwell on the fact that you don't have a
man. The only person to blame for you
being single is yourself, and frankly I
don't want to hear about it. The only
way a girl is going to get a guy is if she
walks up to one and simply starts the
conversation. Don't rely on the male
because it won't happen.
It's just like when we were children.
The only way you were going to learn
to ride your bike without training
wheels was to hop on and start pedaling. It's the same way with stl:lrting a
relationship. Yes, you can try your
hardest to look good for the next big
party. You can put on your best dress
and pije on the make-up, but just
attending the party is not going to
"get you a man." Men like women who
speak from time to time. It's just as
hard for them to approach you as it is
for vou to approach them.
I used to be that girl in class that
always moaned about not having a
guy, until one day I decided•I wanted
a guy. So I got in my party gear, and
then I saw him. He was like an angel
waiting for someone to rescue him, so
I did. I went straight across the room
and started talking to him and guess
what? He called two days later and
we've been together for 17 months.
Women have all the power these
days. Men cannot resist us. So next
time you begin to feel sorry for yourself. because you're single, think
again. All you have to do is approach
the guy and that's enough to keep his
attention for as long as you want it.
Now, I don't think just women need
to take tflis class. I think there are
plenty of guys who need this class.
Guys, why do you have to lie to
women? If you're not going to call her,
then why tell her?
Guys, you just don't understand the
pain and emotional distress you cause
these ladies when you tell lies. I can
rdmember my sophomore year here
when I met a guy at the first party of
the year, and he said he would call.
The next time I saw him was at the
Homecoming game. I ended up sitting
in front of him, where he finally decided to talk to me, only it was two
months later. I probably wasted a
week of my life on him. I know you
guys probably are not looking for anything as serious as the ladies, but
please, if you say you're going to call,
call.
You guys also need to take a lesson
in approaching girls who are single.
When I was single, I had no prospects
of getting a date, but as soon as I had
one date, 1 had four. One of my room·
mates broke up with her boyfriend,
and she was a little down until some
guy in her class asked her out. One
week later, all the men in Murray
were calling. I understand you guys
like to pursue people you can't get, but
enough is enough.
I understand relationships are the
hardest thing about college life for
some people, but take it from me,
being single is just as fun as being in
a relationship. So my advice to the
girls is to take the initiative, and to
the guys, stop the lies. But my main
request is if there is a professor out
there willing to take on the project of
helping a few poor souls, please do it,
because I'm tired of hearing about it
in class.

Lori Burling is the Viewpoint Editor
for The Murray State News.
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Discussions
reveal your
true beliefs
This summer I learned a lot
about myself. I had conversations with people that really
made me think about who I am
and where I am headed. Now,
back in Murray, I still find my
mind drifting to one of those
conversations that tugged on
my heart and said, "Kristin, listen here."
It was in Buckhead Mountain Grill in Jeffersonville,
Ind., not too terribly far from
my Buckner, Ky. home, toward
the end of the summer. I was
eating one of the best hot
browns I've ever had with some
of the best company I could
ever ask for.
This friend of mine and I
have one of those relationships
where it is comfortable enough
to joke around about things
that don't really matter, yet we
can still talk about things that
really matter. We were having
one of those conversations that
was transitional; we had been
joking and teasing each other,
but were moving toward one of
those times I knew I would
turn inward and start analyzing myself.
I was right. Before I kri.ew it,
the conversation turned to
life's priorities. I, having the
questioning nature I do, asked
him what his top priority in life
was. I don't know why, I guess
common sense, but I was
expecting an answer about
something that was important
to him.
That is not what I got,
though . Right at that line of
becoming vulnerable and just
being honest, he said, "Kristin,
you shouldn't have to ask me
what my flrst priority is. If I
am really living it, then you
should see it."
Of all the conversations I had
and all the people I analyzed
and all the observations I made
this summer, that one conversation, that one response to
such a broad question, stays in
my mind so clearly. It just
made more sense to me than
most things did.
And I took it with me out of
Buckhead Mountain Grill and
into my heart and mind to refer
to quite frequently thereafter.
Now I'm here, away from my
comfort zone and my friend,
and I still think about it. Every
day I realize more and more
the truth that lays behind that
comment.
Think about it. What is your
main priority in life? Is it to
impress that person you think
you are so in love with? Or do
you think you just have to
spend the whole night studying
so you can graduate on time
and make the most money possible in your desired career? Or

;;:;:;::;:;:;;;-:--:-:---
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do you want to commit yourself
to serving other people and glorifying the Lord?
The latter is what my friend
not only claims as his purpose
and priority, but what he also
illustrates with his actions and
words that he shares with me
and anybody else. His purpose
is to love the Lord with all of
his heart and all of his mind
and all of his soul. If what others notice about him does not
reflect that, then somewhere,
in either his heart or mind, his
purpose is lost.
The whole conversation and
afterthoughts just made me
wonder if people could look at
me and tell what I live for. Can
people look at you and know
what the most important thing
is to you?
They should be able to. For
where we invest our time and
energy, who we spend time
with, what our mind thinks, is
what we become enamored
with, what we strive to be like.
What we worship is what we
fall in love with.
ln today's society that could
be so many things. What is it
for you? Money? Relationships?
A career? Jesus?
There are so many temptations and distractions that
make u.s falter and sometimes
fail, but there are conversa·
tiona and people, like my
friend, that encourage us and
make u.s want to be better peo~
ple.
I live my life in hopes that l
can be that one word of encouragement someone needs, but
sometimes I wonder if people
see that. Is that what I communicate?
This summer was the most
analytical time of my life: I
thought more, prayed more
and grew more than I ever
have. It was because of conversations that made me want to
be a better person and friendships that gave me the encouragement that I could.
Let people know who you are.
Be bold and walk right up to
that line of vulnerability and
share yourself with the world.
Mter all , without self-disclosure, your relationships with
people will never better.

Kristin Hill is a staff writer for
The Murray State News.
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Fraternity men have rights
1 feel like something crawled inside my
head and died last night. From the
charred wreckage of my donn room, I'd
say it was a twelve pack and a good quarter gallon of whisky. Yes, last night we
rode the Savage Bender Express non-stop
to hangover and halitosis and the horrible
brutality of class at 8 a.m.
Some say an insane percentage of college students are binge drinkers. I don't
know anything about that.
But perhaps the ways of t he old guard
arc no longer wanted on today's campus.
Apparently the Pikes have been accused
of a rush infraction; something about mixing alcohol and rushees. A couple of IFC
board members claim to have seen the
Pikes drinking with potential members, a
big IFC no-no. The Pikes say it was polit·
ically motivated, the board members say
the Pikes arc breaking the rules, and
things are just generally nasty.
Personally, I think it's all incredibly
stupid. If they did do it, who cares? 1 seem
to remember a Pike rush shirt embla·
zoned with the words "Pikes raise hell."
Well, so be it. If guilty, the Pikes are just
doing what they said they were going to
do all along. lt's like the old adage: if it.
sounds like a duck, acts like a duck and
looks like a duck, it probably is a duck.
The Pikes have probably never tried to
tell anyone they don't party like the end is
near. Those infamous Wednesday night
parties are n rite of passage for freshmen.
Why act so surpri~ed and upset when the
Pikes are simply doing what they do best?
Maybe the key is for other fraternities
to follow the example. Ever seen the
movie PCU? It's a pathetic flick with an
even more pathetic theme that sadly
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self gels rid oflhe pain of being a man."
There's no need to act 50 when you're
20.
I understand much of the migration
from the old-school animal house fraternity into today's upstanding member of
society image in fraternity life has to do
with the insurance risks and legal respon·
sibility issues that IFC and the individual
fraternities face. It is sensible to be wary
of having non-members at an alcoholrelated function if for no other reason
than the petrifying fear of a lawsuit. But
having a fit every time a group of 20somcthing guys acts like a group of 20something guys is ignorant.
1 say let the Pikes be. So they may not
be a big group of glee club boys. Who
cares? Glee club boys are boring and no
good at floating kegs. In my experience,
Pikes are fun to hang out with if you want
to party. One night a week they show a
.good portion of Murray's students something that is very hard to find around
here; a good time. It's easy to knock the
Pikes about their image and the way they
supposedly act at parties, but it gets a bit
more difficult when you're at those same
parties every Wednesday night.
Not to over-moralize here, but it's time
for some college students to loosen up, dealphabetize their CD collection and start
acting their age. Be young. Act irresponsibly. Break rilles. Behave in a way that
will embarrass you when your friends
secretly tell your kids. And no matter
what, don't criticize people for doing
openly what you do behind closed doors.

---------------enough seems to fit this situation. rt's set
at a college where everyone is so worried
about political correctness they forget
about having a good time. There's something in that. '('his is college and for most
of us it's lhe last chance to behave like
drooling idiots bt!forc joining the rat race
and having the weight of the world crash
down on our youthful determination and
will to live. Enjoy it before it.'s gone.
Pi Kappa Alpha, like most of the other
Greek organizations on campus, is a social
fraternity. ln Murray culture, the words
"social" and "drunk" seem to go hand in
hand, and not just in the Greek community. There's just not much to do here in
town, and drinking plays a big part in the
college nightlife.
in the old days, fraternities were the
hub of the drinking circle on campus.
These days, however, it seems like fraternities are forced to present an image of
clean-cut, all-American, college gents.
There's nothing wrong with being a gentleman, but it's impurtant to realize the
average undergrad studt:nt is 18 to 22
years old. Some of us want to behave like
barbarians. ll's parl of being young nnd
stupid. As my esteemed friend Raoul Duke Robert Brown is a junior theatre and
once said, "He who rnnkc~ a beast of him- journalism major from Owensboro.

Media sources influence society's self image
In an overdue opportunity
to vent my frustations, the
first thing that comes to mind
is the rapidly decreasing stan·
dards of our society. If you
think this is going to be another rageful tangent of griping
and moaning, you're absolute·
ly right! So read on, good
friend.
I am just ready for people to
wake up and smell the offensive odor of this country.
Come on, think about it! The
Spice Girls alone make most
people want to vomit. America
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is so stupid. A psychic friendsure, I'll take one of those!
Hanson- excellent! Hair in a
can - yes, please. And those
wacky people on Jeny

Springer aren'~ actors. What
is happening to us, people? I
began to wonder when WWF
wresting never lost its fans,
but this is insane.
And why is it that the more
you spend on a shirt the cooler it is? The media has us all
completely fooled that only
rich, skinny people in fancy
suits and fast cars can ever
really be happy. And we total·
ly buy it! We're all dashing otT
to the malls and salons to
carefully mold ourselves into
socially acceplable, visually

pleasing clones.
Did Cosmo say that personality was out of style this season or what? But now it's hip
to be "alternative,'' different,
strange. Come on kids, your
parents will hate it! Pierce
something and shave your
head. Raise some hell! What a
joke!
Allow me to clue you in.
Everybody wears blue polish
on their toes and huge pants
and chain wallets. Everybody,
I tell you. They all lint~d up at
the record stores to. get that

lame Octsis album, too. They
all watch MTV. 'l'hey all drink
black coffee. They've all seen
'/'he Wall. How different is
thal? If you wnnt to be differ·
cnt, be yours(•lf. Put down
your UollinR Stone and try
reading something thoughtprovoking.
l t's really sick the way we
l<!t soci~ty a!Tect us, not that
there is anything that we can
or will do about it. I hate to be
so negative, but apparently
America is up a nasty creek. I
can only hope we'll soon run

out of inventive trends so that
people will begin to use their
imaginations.
We all preach anti·conformity hooplah, but every last one
of us conforms to something
every day. We need not be
concerned with the feeble
state of our environment. We
commit social suicide daily. A
little smoggy air is the least of
our worries.

Becca Brown is a junior creative writing major from Pad- .
ucah.
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•Enrollment:
MSU
enrollment has broken the
record high with over 8,900
students enrolled so far.

•
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, Enrollment at Murray State
this fall has already broken an
all-time record.
PhH Bryan, dean of admis-
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enrollment reaches all-time high

sions, said enrollment is still ah, Hopkinsville, Madisonville ing 65 classes. The classes are
climbing with the last day of and Fort Campbell are major primarily taught in the
fees being today.
contributing factors in the high evenings. They are geared
"So far, 8,940 students have enrollment. Also, the Universi- towards ·full-time workers who
enrolled," he said. "The depart- ty currently has a good reten- want to take a couple of classes
ment is still receiving final fig- tion rate. The retention rate at night. They have mostly onures from the outreach cen- from last year was 74%.
site professors, but there are
ters."
With its doors being open for several inter active television
Bryan said the high mark of over 20 years, the Crisp Center courses. There is a total of
last year's fall semester was in Paducah has its largest 1,800 students enrolled in off8,811. The number of freshmen amount of students ever. The campus learning centers so far.
has risen from last year, and Crisp Center has a record of
Bryan added that even
the outreach centers in Paduc- 526 Murray State students tak- though more students will be

on campus this year, this factor
hasn't persuaded the University to build the new housing
facilities or parking lots any
sooner. Nor will any other pro·
visions be made to accommodate the large number of students, which hasn't become a
problem yet.
Paul Radke, director of school
relations, said accommodations
for students are reaching the
point of being full.

"The University housing is at
capacity," Radke said. "There is
room available though," Radke
said
Some students are also having to deal with full classes.
"Many of my classes are
crowded," Lee Ann Harber,
freshman from Paris, Tenn.,
said. "It's extremely hard to
find a seat. To acquire a good
seat you have to arrive 15 minutes prior to class."

Three alumni receive Golden Horseshoe award at Founder's Day
ordinary volunteer s.e rvice to the University. The awards were part of t he
Founders Day ceremony held ThursThree Murray State alu mni,
day at Wrather West Kentucky MuseRichard M. Blalock and Hal Houston,
both of Murray, and Bill Morgan of um.
Blalock, who graduated cum laude
Benton, were the 1998 Golden Horsein 1974, has volunteered as a sports
shoe recipients.
medicine physician for the athletic
The Golden Horseshoe' is annually
program since 1979. He is a life memgiven to graduates to recognize extraber of the Murray State University
STAFF REPORT

Alumni Association, and was a brother of Alph a Tau Omega.
Houston, a member of the class of
1958, served on the Alumni Association board of governors from 1980 to
1983 and is also a life member of the
organization . Like Blalock, he serves
a.S a sports physician for MSU athletics. He began volunteering in 1971.
Houston played an important role in

the chapter founding of Pi Kappa
Alpha at Murray, and serves as the
fraternity's adviser.
Bill Morgan graduated in 1950. He
and his wife founded a scholarship
trust for Marshall County residents.'
Morgan was a charter member and
belonged on the board of directors of
the Racer Foundation. He has served
on the executive council and been

president of the Alumni Association,
of which he is also a life member. He
was a Board of Regents member from
1980 to 1984.
In 1982, Morgan became a Distinguished Alumn us in recognition of
being the first MSU graduate to
achieve the rank of Brigadier General
in the Air Force Reserves.
The event is open to the public.

Campus clubs offer opportunities for student involvement
a bomb went off beside you.
-or ganizations: Joining in outside the classroom.
But something always seems
Maybe you just think there
a campus club or organizato
come
up
to
prevent
the
aver
are
no clubs that would intertion can lessen the stress
age
student
from
joining
clubs.
est
you.
...
brought on by first-year
One organization on campus
Perhaps it is too hot to stop
anxiety.

Bv KYLE SHADOAN
'

CoNTRIBUTING WRITEl

•
They are not just ways to
meet new people, broaden horizons, or maybe just enjoy ones
you already have, they are
essential for a post-college life.
Businesses do not want to see
' ust a diploma or a transcript,
they want to see the cluos and
activities students participated

information about clubs or
about starting clubs, they can
stop by the Student Organization office on the third floor of
the Curris Center."
and read all those papers t hat is helping to solve these probSo if your interests are
geared toward something like
are tacked on the bulletin lems.
According to the Student petting goldfish, don't be afraid
boards.
Maybe you don't have time Organization office, Murray· or embarrassed to ask and see
because you have to race to State has about 160 registered what the office has to offer.
Just to give you an idea of the
your next class or a bot date.
organizations for students to
Or maybe there are just too choose from.
variety of clubs, there are ones
many papers plastered up
"There are many organiza- offered in business and public
there that you can't even begin tions on campus that offer a affairs, education, fine arts and
wide variety of things to the communication, humanistic
to sort through them.
Not to mention being so students of Murray," Melanie studies, industry and technolowrapped up in conversation Slemmer, Student Organiza- gy, science, honor and recogniwith that attractive member of tion office staff member said. tion programs, religion, resithe opposite sex that you just "There is something for every- dential
colleges,
politics,
met that you wouldn't notice if one and if they need more sports, community service,

freethinking alliances and
environmental groups.
Many of the organizations
have not yet met or are just
starting, so it is not too late to
join.
Even if the office doesn't have
something you are looking for,
any student can start his own
club and register it with the
office.
These steps are necessary for
registration:
• The organization must have a
faculty or staff member
involved.
• Founders must state the purpose of the club.
• There must be a no-discrimination clause.

• The club must have the signature of the administrator.
Writing a constitution for the
organization is optional and
left up to the students.
After following these steps,
you will have created your own
club and will be praised by
goldfish lovers all around. You
can a lso mention you founded a
club on your resume.
For more information on any
of the clubs, phone the Curris
Center a t 762-6953 or 762-6984
or stop by the Curris Center
many of the organizations.

'
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Sponsored by

Alpha Omicron Pi

•
•
•

*

Adam Haynes
Allen Baker
Tom Holcomb
Micheal Boone
Jason Karstens
Dave Bowles ·
Kevin Lowe
!t
Brian Carlton
Jason Munday
Todd Collignon
ca~
Vito Spadafino
Shawn Collins
~
Rush Trowel
Casey Godfrey
Ben Wilson
Kevin Hawkins
4
~

~

*

*
*

•

*

•

I

L

~

*

•
4

Chris Yandell

•

•
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Finances big part of campaign Stewart Stadium
•Election: With all the different terminology~ ifs useful to know the ins and
outs of campaign financing.
Bv

C.D.

BRADLEY

This is where fund raising
rears its ugly head.
There are limits on the
PACs. Soft money. lndepen- amount that can be given by
. dent expenditures. These are both individuals and groups.
terms thrown around casually These limits are generally
on evening news casts during $1,000 for individuals and
political campaigns, but many $5,000 for gr.oups. These
have no idea what some of groups are called Political
them mean.
Action Committees, or PACs.
These terms, and other simiThese interest groups range
lar jargon, concern one of the
from those concerned with the
biggest areas of camP.aign poli-.
most specific of issues, such as
tics: financing the campaign.
Clean Water Action and the
With so much talk about camAmerican Postal Workers
paign finance reform, it is helpful to understand what exactly Union, to such large national
groups as the Urban League
the discussion is about.
and
the Birch Society.
Every campaign requires one
Along
with the limits on
thing more than any other:
amounts,
there are also rules
money. The way money is
about
who
can donate. No foroffered and accepted is what
eign
individual
~r group can
concerns campaign treasurers
American
camgive
money
to
and those who seek to reform
paigrlS.
the process.
Those reading this might not
Every campaign has a treasurer who manages incoming understand how campaign
and outgoing funds. Obviously, finance could get out of hand
running a campaign can be with such tight limits on donaquite expensive. Staff, commer- tions. This is where it all gets
cials, leaflets, buttons and interesting. It is the way people
bumper stickers "all cost money. get around these limitations
SENI OR STAff WRITER

Tickets available at Disc Jockey - Kentucky Oaks Mall
WRI SfBAND DJS TRIRlJ TION: SIU Arena South lobby Box Ofnce TI1Ur~.
,1nd Fri., Sept. 10 & 11 , 7 11m - 6 pm .

..:.::===~

~I ll

Do!oal>led pJI<on tic ketS on sale Mon., Sept. 14.

A atNA

t " • • • •• • •

••

....,._..._..,.._ 'l,om, iltlhe SIU Areoa Special f•-ents Ticket OffiCI' 1>18 453 . 53 41

St. John's Episcopal Church
· 1620 Main Street............. 753-6908
The Holy Eucharist 8 and I 0:30 a.m. Sundays
5:15p.m. Wednesday
l.unch al thl• T-Room on Tucsda)s, 11:30- I p.m.
IIHJUircrs Class: 9:15 a.m. on Sunda~

and regulations that has
brought forth calls for reform.
The technique most often
used is soft money. Soft money
is a donation given to the can, didate's party, which in tum is
used to promote the candidate.
There is no limit on the amount
which can be given to political
parties. While donors are not
.supposed to demand their
money go to specific candidates. it is common practice for
them to subtly indicate which
race they are donating for. ...
Another way groups and
individuals can subvert financing limitations is through individual expenctitures. Individual
expenditures can take many
forms, but the most common is
TV ads. For example, an interest group that can only give
$5,000 to a campaign can spend
half a million dollars on TV
commercials to tell how wonderful the candidate is, ~o long
as those commercials are made
independent from the campaign. Coupled with $500,000
in soft money, a group could
really give $1 million to a candidate while staying within the
$5,000 direct donation limit.
Foreign donors have also
made their way into the political system, as evidenced by
Senate hearings on Chine$e
donors. By using domestic sub-

sidiaries or American citizens
friendly to their cause, they are
able to funnel money into campaigns to which they are not
allowed access .
Such cases have caused an
outcry against big money in
politics and calls for reform of
the system. What makes this
difficult is the Supreme Court
case Buckley us. Valeo , which
struck down earlier limits on
the amount people could spend
because it impaired their freedom of speech. This makes it
nearly impossible to put limits
on independent expenditures.
Another important factor
that must be considered is with
each round of reforms and limits, those involved in politics
have found a new way to get
around them. The realization
that big money is in politics to
stay has led to alternative sug·
gestions for Leveling the playing field, such as free time for
candidates on television and
calls for equal coverage.
Since campaign finance
reform remains part of the
political dialogue, it is important to understand what is
involved in what has become a
labyrinthine process designed
to get the candidates into office
and keep them there by any
means necessary.

receives overflow
•Parking: With the recent increase of enrollment to
nea~y 9~000 students, some commuters are being
forced to park in the Stewart Stadium parking lot
with the freshmen.
BY BETSY GREER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Stewart Stadium parking lot might be receiving a few
more visitors as a result of enforced parking regulations in
effect. AB of Tuesday, all vehicles parked illegally were fined
With the recent increase of student enrollment to nearly
9,000, many upperclassmen are encountering difficulties with
parking on campus.
Joe Green, director of Public Safety, said the campus at one
time held approximately 6,500 parking spaces but has lost
some because of construction. Many students who commute
will now have to arrive earlier to find adequate parking lot
space available.
With parking regulations as they are, blocking handicap
spaces or parking in a fire lane will result in a $40 fine. Students parking on campus without a valid parking permit will
be charged $25. Students parking in grassy lots or drivew~s
will be charged between $10 and $20.
"'The Stewart Stadium parking lot has always been the
overflow parking area," Green said. "Students who arrive
early should have no problem finding a space."
Students who cannot legally park closer to campus will be
required to park at Stewart Stadium along with freshmen.

Colle
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OnCampus

MSU Choral Union
!-Jrto start rehearsals

•

The Murray State University Choral Union will
· ' begin rehearsals Monday,
Sept. 14 at 7 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Building, room
314. Every year the choir
performs a fall concert,
the "Hanging of the
Green" holiday celebration and a spring concert.
Membership in the choir
is open to everyone inter• ested in singing and there
are no auditions required.
'For more information
contact the music depart, ment at 762-4288.
'>

..

--·

~.

Theatre Company
holds auditions
The Pleiades Theatre
Company will hold audi, tions for its second annual
Stars of the Future New
Play Festival Sept. 13 from
· I to 4 p.m. and again on
Sept. 16 from 7 to I0 p.m.
The auditions will be held
In the Louisville Vocation
Building on the downtown
campus of Jefferson Community College located at
l · I I0 W Chestnut Street.
' Parts are available for five
'•I~ adult women, one young
',• female who can play 5 to
• 6 years of age, one female
1 age 13 to 14 and one
I I
f female age 16 to 17.
, • Three adult men and one
• • male age I 7 to 18 are also
~ needed Acto,'$ will rWd
1 from the scripts. For
~~. more information call
~~~ 899-381 I and leave a mesi·~ sage.

,.

II
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1•

t~i autographs

The Animal Alliance

,.
l•• merchandise from the

2

~~~

:' Moist, Our Lady Peace,

it an, Sloan and the casts of
,• "Friends" and "Frasier."
t:: Online bids will be acceptI

!'· ed at http://www.animal
1'

alliance.calanmag.

••• Panel to honor
1
1

fi' hispanic women

t

The Murray State Worn'1 en's Center is hosting a
f panel discussion titled
''Myths and Realities: A
fj,- Search for Identity" In eel• ebration of Hispanic Her: itage Month on Tuesday at
7 p.m. in Ordway Hall.
I ' The panel will feature
. women from Spain, Costa
Rica, Ecuador and Panama.
They will discuss the bias. • es and stereotypes they
' met when they came to
· the United States and the
'' perceptions they had
about Americans.
The public is welcome
to attend and there will
be a reception honoring
( those of Hispanic and Lati• no culture following the
:, discussion.
~

•••
'•
~~: Briefs compiled by Heather

:!•.: Martin, staff writer.

~

:I •

After you go on a date, do you
find yourself:
a. Wonderingifhe wants to go out
again.
b. Matching your first name with
his last name.
c. Wondering if he would mind if
you slept with his best friend.

When talking to your girlfriends,
• the conversation usually revolves
around:
a. The guy you are dating now.
b. World events.
c. Why men are pigs.

6

Do you fantasize more about:
a. Becoming the first woman
president.
b. Ben Affleck lying naked on
the beach. (Or insert your own
celebrity.)
c. The typical suburban household, the husband, the kids and
two-car garage.

a. "You Sexy Thing" by Hot
• Chocolate.
b. "Where Have All the Cowboys
Gone" by Paula Cole.
c. "Bitch" by Meredith Brooks.

5.

b. Once a year.
c. Never, you are more concerned
with the deterioration of the Ozone layer.

!'.
~!' Aqua, R.E.M., k.d. Lang,

a Skydiggers, Conan O'Bri-

I

to Bride.

I! The Smashing Pumpkins,
l~ Melissa Etheridge, The

'

How often do you mentally plan
• your wedding?
a. Once a month. You subscribe

lj likes of The Tragically Hip,

1

wama

DO you spend most of your weekends generally .:
a. Hanging out with your clique
of male and female friends.
b. Hitting the clubs with your
girlfriends looking for men.
c. Sitting· at home listening to •
Ani Difranco and reading classic
literature.

:l' Celebrities give
l" benefit auction Sept. 24
!l will offer autographed

.,

"'7~~ ,,.~ ~~~~-~~~:
~

" What is your theme song?

~~

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
ComcE LIFE EOITOil AND
jAJCE BURGESS

I'

li••
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How do you spend most of your
weekends and party nights:
a. Watching Monty Python
movies you know by heart.
b. Trying to find that someone
special.
c. Drinking with the other card
carrying members of the He-Man
Women Haters Club.

1.

.

2

How do you see yourself in 10
• years?
a. Happily married with kids.
b. AB a swinging bachelor living
the good life.
c. AB a hermit liviDg in a c:a,ve ip
the Smokey Mountains.

~

b. Cling to your side of the bed.
c. Kick her out before your friends see

her.

Scoring:

t. a)2
2. a)3
3. a)l
4. a)2
5. a)2
6. a)3

Do you fantasize more about:

:::1 • a . Breaking Mark McGwire's
home run record.
b. Cameron Diaz lying naked on
your bed waiting for you.
c. Living like Ward and June
Cleaver.

6

9-14 • Happy with the freedom.
Those who fall into this category do
not get teary-eyed when checking single
on their tax returns. They are very content with their status so far.

After your first date, do you find
yourself:
a. Thinking possibly about a second date.
b. Thinking about ·being with her
for the rest of your life.
c. Figuring out a way to avoid
her.

6-8 • Who needs the opposite sex?
Ambition is a good thing, and so is not
letting someone else control one's
actions; however, the members of the
opposite sex exist for more reasons than
sexual favors. Everyone wants to be
loved, if not now, later on in life. Don't
build a wall so high no one will want to
penetrate it.

The morning after:
• a. Cuddle with her.

__

c)l
c)l
c)3
c)3
c)l
c)l

15-18 • Ready to wed.
It is perfectly nonnal for a person to
fantasize about the perfect .marriage,
but there is a thin line between fantasy
and obsession. Don't be in such a rush. A
watched pot never boils; love works the
same way.

~I
What is your theme song?
. , • a. "I Touch Myself," by the
Divinyls.
b. "Girl, Don't Go Away Mad,
(Just Go Away)" by Motley Crue.
c. "Everything I Do, ( I Do it For
You),., by Bryan Adams.

5.

b)3
b)2
b)2
b)l
b)3
b)2

.

·vtit·e·----,or·---~~~e-----6-es_t of--~--M-urra·y·
•

'

'

I

o

•

•

Best Fast Food
Best Local Restaurant
Best National Restaurant
Best Non-fast Food Meal Under $10
Best Burger
Best Buffet
Best Grocery Store
Best Pizza
Best Beer
Best Place to Buy Alcohol

I

I

•

0

t

Vote for the best of Murray! Winners will
be published in the Oct. 2 issue of The
Murray State News. Entries must be in by
SeQt. 28. Send all entries to ...
The Murray State News
0 t:P·
0
2609 University Station
·s '«' ~,Q~·
0
Murray, KY 42071
~"0~o€
c/o "Reader's Choice"
~
Or deliver ballots to:
The Murray State News, 111 Wilson
Hall

I

t

I

•

1

I

I

'

•

;

Which Frate~nity Throws the Best Parties
Best Place to Get Coffee
Best Convenience Store
Best Radio Station
Best Place to go on a First Date
Best Place to Rent Movies
Best Place to Buy Clothes
Best Road Trip Destination

Name_______________________
Street Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _State_____Zip _ __
Day Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Best Place to Study
Best Place to Buy COs
Best Place to Go After Class

I
I
I

John Simanowitz/The News 1
I
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'Hole bows down to MTV generation
Hole-Celebrity Skin

MusicReoie1.u

After several years out of the spotlight,
Hole has returned with tts new album,
Celebrity Skin. Thousands of adoring fans
have waited many years for the band's
return to the MTV music world. That is a
world full of uncreative pop stars' and rap·
pers who have one track minds, either sex,
drugs or violence.
However, some hard core fans may be
disappointed with this new album. Several
of the songs sound very popish and are no·
where close to the old "riot grrl" music that
appears on the band's previous album.
The first song is very much like Hole's
old sound, but it is still not the same. Not
until the song "Reasons To Be Beautiful"
·does th e band resurrect its old style.

Kyle Shadoan
"Dying," has a slight techno sound to it
at the beginning, which seems to have
invaded music everywhere. However, the
song "Northern Star" is what I call a ballad, with a guitar backed up by an orchestra. It is not very pleasing when the lyrics
don't go with it.
The only song that really r aises any
interest is "Playing Your Song," which is
the most upbeat and lyrically talented one
on t he album.
Overall, most of the songs sound relatively the same and are saying the same
thing. If you were looking for a change in
Hole's music, this album might be of inter-

Weelvthead
Friday, Sept. 11

est to you. But to those who desire the old
Courtney Love, it would not be very pleas·
ing.

•Family Weekend - Family members may attend classes with their
MSU students.
•Mr. MSU Pageant - Lovett Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Celebrity Skin- 8

Saturday, Sept._ 1~

Tog 5 COs of the Week
1. Rob Zombie - Hillbilly Deluxe
2. Hole - Celebrity Skin
3. Canibus - Can-i-bus
Creed - My Own Prison
5. Lauryn Hill -...The Miseducation
\ of Lauryn Hill

4.1

Top Country CD
Willie Nelson - Teatto
Source: Terrapin Station
John Simanowitz/The News

•Family Weekend - A Vilriety of special events will be held in the
new Regional Special Events Center before the football game. Following the game, SGA will sponsor a reception for families.
•RSEC Dedication - The ribbon-cutting ceremony at the new
Regional Special Events Center begins at 11 :30 a.m.

Sunday, Sept. 13
•Bible... Study - MCF house, 7 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 14
-Monday Night Live - 6 p.m. at the BSU.

Tuesday, Sept. 15
•Meeting - Omicron Delta Kappa, 6 p.m .
.Class - Internet search class for students. Phone 762-2535 for
more information.
•AssertJvaneu Training - The organizational meeting will be held
from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. in Ordway Hall, Room 300. Phone 762-6851
for more information.
•Reception - For new female faculty, staff and Qraduate students,
Ordway Hall, 6 p.m.
•Red Pin Bowling - From 6 to 9 p.m. in the Curris Center Game
Room.

Wednesday, Sept 16
-Blood Drive - Curris Center Ballroom, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
•Ask-A-Nurse - Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge, 11 :30 a.m.
to 1 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 17
Wortclng on an anonymous tip, the po Hce finally nab
the notorious Tony ''The Tagger" Tortelll.

"Do you think she'd be 1nsultE>d If l bour.ht her
onE' of thost> Supt>r-Bras?"

•Blood Drive - Curris Center Ballroom , 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
•TNT- 6 p.m. at the BSU.

GE.T ON THE BUS
WHAT: Bus Service
for MSU
.
Students. Staff and FaculfY
HERE: Paducah Mall. DroP Off
WHEN: SaturdaYs. SePt.12·
Dec~ 12.. 1998
I

n

Times:
SATURDAYS:
DePart Murray lla.m. DePart Paducah 4P.m.

C~OST:

Over 200 Selected StYles of
Men·s. Women·s
& Children·s Shoes

$3 Round TriP

PICK UP AND DROP OFF at
Curris Center North Entrance

..

Purchase tickets in the UniversitY
Bookstore bY 3P.m. on FridaYs

DK Kelle
"Great Fall Fashions, shoes, and clothing. The
largest selection of jewelry in the area. Including:
Brighton belts, bags, and small leather goods."

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
~

Reebok
~New Balance
~ Adidas

~

Nike
~ Asics
~ K·Swiss

~Converse

~Fila

~ Saucon~

~Tretorn

~Mitre

~

Airwalk

Hot name brands featuring Telluride, My Weekend
Clothes, Misty Lane, Bell Pointe, New Frontier,
62 East and lots more!
Open:
1Uilrn ·
5 p rn.

MondaySaturday

·4))·K·Ktllff
:{;t!Ju, .Cf'w "~
305 S. 12th St.

1203
Chestnut
Street

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

CollegeLife
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New programs offered at study abroad fairs
BY TARA SHELBY
STAfF WIUTE•

The study abroad fair was held
Sept. 10 at the Currie Center
. The fair consisted of 18 tables set up
in the Curris Center dance lounge.
Free international food and a game
with prizes were offered to the students.
Students could wander through the
fair and learn any information they
needed to know about studying
abroad. Written information was
available at each stand and st udents '
and faculty ·members were onhand to

answer questions.
"'We also offer ed information on
financial aid and scholarships," Linda
Bart nik, stui:ly...-abroad coordinator,
said.
Students can choose from 27 programs in 23 countries, Bartnik said.
Courses are offered in 28 major fields.
New programs are being offered in
South Africa, China, Greece and
Canada
The programs run between two
weeks and a full year. The classes are
on the same schedule as those on the
.Murray State campus, so students
will not fall behind.

Dan Cecil, who studied abroad in
Finland,
recommends
studying
abroad because it offers experiences
one cannot have in the United States.
"The thing I liked most about studying abroad was making new friends,"
Cecil said. "There was nothing I didn't
like."
Studying abroad also gives students
a big confidence boost because they
have to make it by themselves, and
they find they can accomplish that,
Cecil said.
Students who missed the study
abroad fair, but would still like information, can contact Linda Bartnik,

Study Abroad Mini-Fair Schedule
~

Place
Sept. 21 Curris Center outside of the bookstore
Sept. 24. Business Building 2nd floor
Sept. 29 Curris Center outside the bookstore
Oct. 5
Faculty Hall 1st floor
Oct. 7
Business Building 2nd floor
Oct. 15 Faculty Hall1 st floor
· John Simanowitz/ The News

attend one of the mini-study abroad
fairs later in the semester or visit the
study abroad we~site on the Murray

State Home Page, Bartnik said. Deadlines fall between February and
March.

Variety of activities scheduled for BE SAFE Week
BY kRISTIN HILL
STAFF Wmt•

In efforts to inform students and faculty on
Murray State's campus about sexual assault,
the MSU Women's Center is sponsoring Be Educated about a Sexual Assault Free Environment ' or BE SAFE Week Sept. 18 to 25.
There are m any events taking place to promote safety and awareness. One of the most
prominent events is the Anti-Sexual Abuse Project , a theatrical' performance, Cindy Cothran,
graduate assistant in the Women's Center, said.
The presentation is titled "When a Kiss is Not
Just a Kiss." It ~ocuses on the complexities of
nonconsensual sex. The sldt is performed by six
recent Brown University graduates who have
been traveling to high schools and colleges to
present this program. A question and answer

session at the end will include discussion of rape not be gained otherwise," Jason Dilley, the
facts, sexual communication, alcohol use and artist who created the exhibit, said in the prosocial interactions.
gram handout.
Performances are on Sept. 20 at 4 p.m. and
As a concluding event of the week, the annual
Sept. 21 at 7 p.m. in the Johnson Theatre.
Take Back the Night Program/Candlelight
The other highlighted event is "Unheard Voic- March will begin with a program supporting
es." This is an interactive exhibit of oral histo- survivors and discussing the detrimental effects
ries from sexual assault victims. It will include of fear and sexual assault.
"'We will have speakers from a variety of dishandcrafted portr ait castings of the victims.
· The exhibit will take place in Waterfield ciplines," Cothran said . ..It will be serious, but
Library.
fun."
This event is sponsored by the Women's Cen:
Cothran said the week will end with a candleter, the Kentucky Association of Sexual Assault light march to the Curris Center on Sept. 24 at
Programs and the Rape Crisis Center. The 6 p.m. between Winslow and Hart colleges.
Women's Center will facilitate guided tours and
The Women's Center is using these creative
viewing for groups of five to 20 people.
methods of presenting important information in
"Hearing someone tell a personal story or hopes it will not onJy educate in an entertaining
express his/her feelings can cr eate understand- ·way, but also help people know how they can
ing and empathy within the listener that would become part of the solution to sexual assault.

•

Board

• •

Hau-Studio
•

753-3688

Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thunday Sept. 17
3rd floor Curris Center
Tennessee

Monday- Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

"Our goal is to educate how damaging sexual
assault is, to support survivors and to let people
know how they might unintentionally be a part
of the problem," Cothran said.
.
Hester and Richmond colleges are also getting
involved. Richmond College will show ..Are You
Afraid of the Dark?" on Sept.· 23 at 8 p.m. in
their third floor lounge. Hester College will feature the film "No Visible Bruises" and follow
with discussion on Sept. 22. Exact time and
place have not been r eleased.
"We are hoping that by raising awareness, we
can make women on this campus safer,"
Cothran said.
Some of the planned activities go beyond th~
designated BE SAFE Week. These will include
different training seminars and t.!peakers. For
more information, contact the Women's Center
at 762-3140.

.

Hungry Bear
Restaurant
Serving Murray's BEST
breakfast for 29 years.

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

PLUS, A Large Game Room!

Walk-ins welcome

1310 Main St.
753-7641

The brothers of

Alpha Tau Omega
would like to congratulate
our newly inducted pled es

Jos
Jac

kin
·i ley
sler

..6'.,..,~""""'1."!':~~~if:i.

We

Valerie Alsobrook
· Stephanie Aylor
Sara Bailey
Brandee Brumfield
Amanda Coggeshall
Chantel Docktor
Allison Driver
jennifer Ellenberger
Laura Fossett ·
Melanie Guillerman
Elizabeth Harper
Katrina }ames
Amy Mahoney
Melissa Milton

jessica Newton
Josie O'Rourke
Melissa Pamatot
Amanda Polczynski
April Putnam
Rebecca Riley
Emily Springman
Tarin Thomas
jessica Todd
Sara Utley
Molly Varner
Christine Vaughan
Jamie Vierkant
Linda Wallace
Stephanie Young
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Congratulations to Bill Matarazzo
Rush Chairman
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Contestants gear up to compete for
is unsurpassed," Casey Godfrey Jr.,
pageant contestant, said. "All of the
AOPi's who worked on this pageant
deserve a pat on the back."
Seventeen men, nominated by different organizations across campus,
are scheduled to compete for the title.
"This year's group of men is very
diverse and very talented," Heather
Howell, coordinator of Mr. MSU, said.
"We have everything from comedians
to accomplished musicians."

BY KRISTY WELSH
CONTliBUTING WRITEI

Preparations have been underway
this week for the 17th Annual Mr.
MSU pageant. The pageant is sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
and will be held at Lovett Auditorium
tonight at 7.
·
"I believe I speak for all the Mr.
MSU contestants when I say that the
time and dedication put in this contest

Todd Collignon, senior from Sorgho, practices a number he will perfonn dur·
lna Hr. HSU. Collianon Is representing the Pi Kappa Alpah Frat:emity.

All the contestants had to submit an
essay on their goals at Murray State
to be eligible for the contest. Each contestant must compete in three divisions: interview, evening wear and
talent. Also, awards for Crowd Appeal
and Mr. Congeniality will be awarded.
In preparation for tonight, Alpha
Omicron Pi held the Best Legs Contest in the Curris Center all week.
Each contestant had a picture of his
legs pasted on a jar in hopes of getting
the most money and winning the title
of "Hottest Legs."
"Winning that award completely
changed my life," Godfrey, 1997 winner of the Best Legs Contest, said. "I
hope that this year's winner walks
around campus with great pride in his
legs."
This year's show will begin with an
opening dance number coordinating
with the theme of well-dressed man.
Four runners-up will be chosen and

crow~

Danny Vowel

Natalie Peek (left), Junior from Tiline, and Kate Lackey, junior from Henderson, disc's music to be performed durlna the Mr. MSU paaeant.
each will receive a plaque. The winner
will be awarded an engraved clock and
the title of Mr. MSU 1998.
"For the most part the men are very
relaxed about the whole event, though
there are a few who are very competitive,• Howell said.
Last year, the Mr. MSU contest

raised more than $3,000, which
helped Murray State's AOPi chapter
raise the most money of all chapters in
the nation. Because this is AOPi's
major philanthropy event, all the
money raised goes to an arthritis
research foundation .that will be chosen at a later date.
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Alpha Gamma Delta
Welcomes our New
Members
Rhea Belt
Candace Brewer
Maria Brock
Emily Burroughs
Rebekah Cansler
Ashley Chambers
Krista Doran
Rebecca Francis
Lauren Gentry
Jill Giannini
Ashley Hailston

Julie Hallemeier
Beth Harney
Selena Hawkins
Holly Hudson
Christian Irwin
Kris Kinman
Julie Means
Amy Northington
Summer Oliver
Tera Overby
Jaclyn Potts
Allison Price
Bekah Reddick
Rachel Rogers
Kelly Sears
Stephanie Simmons
Natalie Slayden
Sarah Stanton
Sherry Stivers
Katie Ward
Stephanie Watson
Casey Williams
Kim Williams

Lesley Williams
Leah Wright

Congratulations to all our new members.
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RCC offers family fun

_Reach out and touch someone

BY ) ULIE WOLFE
STAff W11111

Danny

Todq is the start of Mur·
ray State's annual Family
Weekend. The University
and various organizations
have many activities planned
for students and their fami
liee.
The activities will begin
tonight with the Mr. MSU
papant in Lovett Auditorium at 7:30.
The residential colleges
will aWio be sponsol'lD8 many
activities with the help of the
Reaiclential' College ~a·
tion. They are holding a tailgate party on SaturdaJ from
5 to 7 p.m. between Sprinpr
and Franklin Collepe on the
basketball courts. · The RCA
and colleges are anticipadna
somewhere between 250 and

News

Micah Christie. sophomore from Muhlenbei'J Co.. fills out an appHcatlon for a Mastercard Wednesday afternoon In front of the Carr Health bulldlna.

350 people. There will be tree
hamb\ll'ler&, hot dop, drinks
and deuert. They plan to
have a live DJ playing various kinds or music:. The col••• will alao be sponsoring
a spirit t1ag competition in
the fonn of tug-o-war. Other
games, like football, will also
be played.
•
"It's a good way for freshmen to get involved and for
upperclassmen to aet out and
meet the freshmen." Corky
Broughton, facWty head of
Hart College, aat4 ~ also
leta the families bow the
kinds of things the 1'811idential eolleaes do.•
At 7 p.m., the Racen play
the Westem Kentuek¥ Hilltoppers at Stewart Stledium.
The students attendiDa the
tailgate party will walk to

the stadium together around
6:30 p.m. to get seats for the
pme.
"We are doing this to get
some mere people out and go
to the game and show support for the team," Kim Eickhoff, president of Richmond
College, said. •It's Family
Weekend and we want the m
to come, too;"
In addition to the games
and tailgate parties, some of
the colleges are doins other
activities. Richmond and
Clark are having a treabman
dinner to welcome freabmen
and their families on Fri4ay.
Sept. 11, at 5:30 p.m. in the
Currie Center Large Ballroom. After the game, a
reception will be held at the
stadium for students and
their families.

RSEC activities provide excitement for all ages
Family Weekend activities will alao
happen at the RSEC, beginniuc with
MElANIE HELTSLEY
a carnival boated by the Student GovCONTliiUTING WIITII
ernment Association at 1 p.m. 1.\e
carnival will include varioue &ypea of
novelty
acta, rangin& from mqldana
In collaboration with Murray State's
and
comics
to inflatable games.
75th anniversary, the new Regional
In
addition
to theae pregame events,
Special Events Center is hosting an
Murray
State
atudenta and the public
open house on Saturday.
can
attend
MSU's
he Church Day
A morning brunch with the Murray
concert
at
the
RSEC
flom 4 p.m. to 6
Chamber of Commerce will start feep.m.
~ivitiee at 10 a.m. At 11:30 a.m., the
'lbe conc:ert will feature contempodedication ceremony will take plaee
rary
Christian recorctiDa artist Chuck
with University President Kern
Jeter,
a Louisville reeiclent.
Alexander presiding.
BY REKA ASHLEY

AssisTANT Cou!Cf L•l EDfTOI AND

'!be coueert ia being boated by the
athletic depa.rtillent, the First Baptist
Church afMuqay, Lauitier Plaster of
M.~ aDd WAAJ, aa BJW.Chriatian
radio etation.
Jeter has O~"tned for CbriattaD
ID'D8ic .W. Micbaal W. SIDitb. Bob
Carliale, Sierra and BiJ Tent Revival.
Tab Brockman, -.siatant athletic
director for the atbletic tlepartment,
said tJetar plaJi a mix ol mu.aical
atyle~t,~'·•.._.• Of all.,._
•1 .flave ~ llim. for eWDta
before•• he said.
•He it a~ JUY and baa received

eome air play on prominent radio Ita·

the ewtlt withJ'alliiJy Weekend WOrks

tiona.•

out grea~"' BriSelrllwt said.

Lut year, the MSU Church Day
c:onceft featured Zilch, the backup
band for DC Talk.
"We had around 200 people ebow up
for~ cancert last year,• he said. "We
eZJ)eet an equally large turnout this
year."
Brockman laid Church Day waa
started Jut year aa a way for Murray
State to reach 8011le diverse audiences.
-rhe Regional Special Ewnt. Center provides a great eettina for tJ.
concert, and we think Ute teamina

To end the day, tlle naarebiilgband
will ...d people to the ltadiUDl 6mn
RSEC to cheer the~ team on for.
the game against We.ttera Kelitucky
at7p.m.
-It's really nice to have the RSEC
open house this weekend with all of
the activities Pin& on and all of the
people in town,• Carter, direc:tof of
Alwnni Affairs, laid. •we're really
ucited about this weekend and expect
aeveral tbouaande ~ people to show
up."
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Lelia At=zall
Kelly Hope
Rachel Baker
.Je••lca Harrl•on
!itephanle Blackley !itepllllnle .Judy
Lori Brawn
R~~eheiLowry
Catherine cannon
!ltevle Lawry
Bethany Chadwell
Kim Luecke
Emily Miller
.Je••lca Cherry
Ll!lllle Muhley
Chrlllt:y Clau•e
Whitney Coleman
!ihae l\lew...me
Amanda Cox
Allhley Dl•an
LeAnne Deck
Hally Pllrkll
Krylltill Fr1._..rl'l
Aman-Peek
.Jayme
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SportsBriefs
I

Golfers on road
for weekend play
The Murray State golf
teams will both be traveling out of state for their
first matches of the year.
The men's team will
compete in the Southeast
Missouri Intercollegiate in
Cape Girardeau, . Mo.,
today and Saturday.
The women's team will
then be going south to
Cookeville, Tenn., to take
part in a tournament hosted by Tennesse Tech, Sept.
14 and 15.

Cross country
competes at home
The Murray State crosscountry team will hold Its
first home meet of the
year, the second of the
season.
The meet
will be held at the Murray
City Park.
The high school meet
begins at 8:30 a.m., while
the college portion will get
underway at I0 a.m.

Volleyball team
goes to Louisville
The MSU volleyball team
will be on the road for the
second straight weekend
when they take on the
team from the Czech
Republic at the Louisville
International Tournament.
Tomorrow the Racers will
take on Michigan State and
host Louisville Saturday.
They will then return to
the confines of Racer
Arena for their first home
match Sept. 15 against
Tennessee State. ·

Compiled by Eddie Grant,
Sports Editor.
I

Sportligbt
justin Fuente,
Wilbert,Smith
justin
Fuente
and
Wilbert Smith are in the
Racer Sportlight this week.
Fuente, a junior transfer
quarterback from Oklahoma, went 20-37 . with
325 yards and three
touchdowns in the Racers'
victory over Southern Illinois.
This
performance
earned him the title of
OVC Player of the Week .
Smith, a senior tailback
from Panorama, California,
tallied I02 yards rushing
and receiving, along with
two touchdowns in the
win over SIU.

FastFacl
O.j. and Staubach
have common bond
Until 1985 when O.J.
Simpson
and
Roger
Staubach were inducted
into the Pro Football Hall
of Fame, no Heisman Trophy winner had ever been
Inducted.
Source: The Sporting News
Trivia Book
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'Rusty' start, well-oiled: finish
Racers trample Salukis in home opener
•Football: The MSU Racers won
their season-opener 41-13 ouer the
Southern Illinois Salukis.

tucky game, Johnson believes this performance wouldn't have looked as good.
"We would not have beaten Western,"
he said.
Speaking of the Hill toppers, the battle for the Red Belt will have another
incarnation Saturday when WKU comes
to Murray to face the Racers for the last
time before rejoining the OVC next fall.
The past two times these teams have
met, they have combined to score 186
points in eight quarters and five overtime periods of play. The Racers will be
trying to go 2-0 for the first time since
1995, the year they went 11-1 and captured the OVC title.
This game will be battle number 19
for the makeshift trophy that symbolizes the rivalry between these squads
and has gone to the winner of this contest since 1978.
Going into tomorrow's game, Johnson
thinks there is more than just the rivalry involved.
"The game against Western is traditionally a big one with them coming
back into the league and their proximity, only two hours away," Johnson said.
"They're an awfully good football team."
"The last two years we've gone to five
overtimes, and it could be that type of
game again," Johnson said. "I hope we
are good enough to make it that type of
game. It's going to be a heck of a challepge to us. I hope we have a big crowd.
Boy, if you like football, I don't know
why you wouldn't be here Saturday."
As far as Fuente is concerned, the
quarterback will be starting his second
6ame for the blue and gold and coming
off a strong showing last week, but he
feels he can do better.
"We have to cut down on our mistakes," Fuente said. "If we can hold on
to the ball and not turn it over, then we
should be in good shape."
The Racers will try to avenge the losset of the last two years and attempt to
get their second straight win this season
when they take on WKU Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium at 7 p.m.

BY EDDIE GRANT
SPOilS EoiTOit

On paper, the Racers' 41-13 victory
over Southern lllinois was outstanding,
but to some people involved it seems to
be a different story.
The outstanding part about the game
came on the final stat sheet. On the
whole, the Racers had 662 yards of total
offense, in the process of which the Racers tallied 31 first downs. First time
MSU starting quarterback Justin
Fuente had what most people would
consider an impressive debut, 20 of 37
passing with 326 yards, three touchdowns and one interception. Nonetheless, Fuente was critical of his own performance.
"It was a little rusty," Fuente said. "I
was hoping I would have been a little bit
sharper. We were lucky to escape with a
win. Offensively we feel that we need to
cut.down on the mistakes."
Fortunately, the mistakes were not
too costly. The Racers survived two fumbles, an interception and a 12-yard punt
which setup SIU's first touchdown.
These first half mistakes were also a
concern for Head Coach Denver Johnson.
"We turned a blitzing linebacker loose
one time and got Justin to fumble the
ball," Johnson said. "Wilbert (Smith)
fumbled on one play. You take those two
fumbles out of there, and I think we are
up by six (at halftime)."
The shanked punt also bothered Johnson.
"That 12-yard punt, gosh almighty,
that's one of those things that you talk
about. You can't have those."
Johnson said despite these facts the
team was in good shape at the half.
They fixed some problems and took out
the "mental gymnastics," and got the
team straightened out in the second

In last week's game, Justin Bivins attempts to elude SaJukl defenders as he runs
after one of his two receptions In the Racen' 41-13 victory over SIU. Bivins aJso
ran for 7l yards on 15 attempts and scored a touchdown.

half.
In the second half, it was all Murray
State, literally. Tlie Racers' defense did
not allow SIU a single first down in the
third quarter and allowed only eight on
the day. By the same token, Fuente

posted his three touchdowns and Dan
Loyd, who played the last five minutes
of the game, hit Terrence Tillman for a
41-yard score in the closing seconds to
give the Racers the 41-13 victory.
Looking ahead to the Western Ken-

Transfers make changing teams look easy
•Football: Three new
Racers excelled in
their first game at
MSU.
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
AsSISTANT SI'OIITS EOITOII

Anytime a football team
introduces several new
players into an offensive
or defensive system, it
may take a game or two
for the new players to
perform the plays in the
system flawlessly. Being
the number 22 Division 1AA. football team in the
nation, according to the
ESPN/USA Today Football Poll, however, does
not leave much room for
time or error.
Luckily for Murray
State, its new transfers
played well in their first

game together.
sive· line did good in the
Although all of MSU's second half after seeing
new recruits who played all the changing looks
performed well, three they got in the first half.
players in particular stole They handled their blockthe spotlight on Saturday ing schemes well, also."
night.
Fuente also noted how
All eyes at the start the team passed for four
were on new starting touchdowns and 257
quarterback
Justin yards in the second half
Fuente, junior transfer alone.
from Oklahoma Universi"When we got to the
ty. Fuente took the start- line, we recognized their
ing job from incumbent coverage · patterns, saw
Dan Loyd this fall. some passing lanes open
Fuente had started the up because of the running
last two years at Okla- game and got our
homa where he passed for receivers open," he said.
over 2,200 yards in those
Fuente was not the only
seasons.
star transfer on Saturday
Fuente was pleased night, however. Terrence
about the way the offense Tillman, junior from
adapted to the Southern Memphis,
transferred
from Austin Peay before
Illinois defense.
"They gave us different this season. He was one of
looks all night," Fuente the star receivers for
said. "Our young offen- MSU Saturday night,

catching five passes for 82
yards and one touchdown.
Tillman was very excited about getting a chance
to play consistently.
"I haven't played this
much in two years," Tillman said. "It felt good to
be back on the front lines.
I love getting an opportunity to play and show
·everyone what I can do."
Tillman
mentioned
what the receivers saw on
SIU's second half defensive coverages.
"We did a good job of
using our speed on the
bump and run coverages
and the fade routes on
short coverages," he said.
Tillman said Denver
Johnson's talk in the locker room helped the team
realize its mistakes.
"He told us it was a
game of two halves," Till-

man said. "We were beat- her of passing plays we
ing ourselves, and it was called in the second half
time to show everyone also helped balance our
what the true Racers offense really well."
were about."
Bivins said Denver
Another transfer who Johnson used memories
shined Saturday night of last year's loss to motiwas Justin Bivins. Bivins, vate the team in the lockjunior from Dolton, lll., er room.
transferred from Ball
"I am a transfer, but
State before this season.
even I 'knew every single
Bivins led all Racer rushdetail of last year's game '
ers ~th 73 yards on 15
after Coach Johnson's
carries.
talk in the locker room at
Bivins said the team
halftime," Bivins said.
bad a basic strategy to
Bivins also noted the
employ against SIU.
difference
between his
"Our basic strategy was
and starter
running
style
to take what they gave
Wilbert
Smith.
us." he said.
"Smith has a lot of
Bivins said the offensive line was the key to deceptive moves and is
really great to watch,"
the second half.
"The offensive line real- Bivins said. "I try to use
ly
pulled
together lateral movement to keep
tonight," he said. 'They defenders guessing which
did a great job. The num- way I am going."

•

.

MSU did nothing more than play football
This Labor Day weekend had
some great sports action, both
here at Murray State and
around the nation. Murray
State started its football season
on Saturday with a convincing
victory over SIU. The real controversy of the game, however,
took place in the fmal minute of
play.
MSU took over possession of
the ball inside its own 20 with
40 seconds to play. Jermaine
Manning ran a simple play up
the middle. SIU could not tack··
le him, and he ended up with a
40-yard gain. Dan Loyd then
read a blitz on the next play,
called an audible to a passing
play and threw a 41-yard
touchdown pass to Terrence
Tillman in the end zone with
eight seconds on the clock.

Sports
Talk
)ASON
BILLINGSLEY

Normally, this is not a controversial play, but the reaction to
the play was.
After SIU received the kickoff and downed the ball to run
the clock out, the SIU coaches
called their players away from
tlie MSU players before they
could shake hands. The SIU
coaches also refused to shake
the hands of the Murray State
coaching staff, claiming Mur·

ray had "run up the score" on
them.
The Racers were not guilty of
this in any way, shape or form.
With five minutes to go in the
game, MSU had pulled all of its
starters left in the game. Loyd
was put in at quarterback for
the first time in the game, andwas trying to win his job back
after losing it to Justin Fuente
in training camp.
Running up the score has no
purpose in Division I-AA football. The post-season system in
Division 1-AA is a playoff system. The top team in each conference is awarded a berth in
the playoffs. A high score
against SIU would not matter.
Another reason we did not
"run up the score" is the fact
only our second and third

..

•

..

string players were in the game
at the time. They were just trying to get a higher standing on
the depth chart.
The final reason against
SIU's case is they could not
play basic defense. The first
play of the offensive series in
question was a straight running play up the middle by our
fullback. This run went for 40
yards because SIU just missed
six or seven tackles, period.
The next play was originally
supposed to be a run, but SIU
showed Loyd a blitzing forma. tion. Loyd instinctively called
an audible, the SIU defender
left the deep part of the field
open and the rest is history.
Now that I think about it,
this attitude does not surprise
me at all. It seems many of

\\.

-

their athletic teams are notorious for showing bad sportsmanship. When they came
hack to beat us in football last
season, they did not congratulate us on a good game, but
instead laughed us off the field.
The bottom line is the SIU
athletic program ·should grow
up and take a serious look at
itself. Instead of whining about
a score in the final minute of
the game, players should examine why they lost by a wide
margin in the first place.
We did not "run up the
score," nor did we have anything to gain from it.
I just hope their men's basketball team is not this bad
when they visit to open our
men's basketball season.
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I. March 31, vs. Los Angeles (Martinez)
2. April 2. vs. Los Angeles (Lankford)
3. April 3, vs. San Diego (langston)
-4. April 4, vs. San Diego (Wengert)
5. April 1-4. vs. Arizona (Suppan)
6. April 1-4. vs. Arizona (Suppan)
7. April 1-4, vs. Arizona (Manuel)
8. April 17, vs. Philadelphia (Whiteside)
9. April 21 , at Montreal (Moore)
I0. April 25, at Philadelphia (Spradlin)
II . April 30, at Chicago Cubs (~cotta)
12. May I, at Chicago Cubs (Beck)
I3. May 8. at New York Mets (Reed)
1-4. May 12, vs. Milwaukee (Wagner) 527ft
15. May 1-4 vs. Adanta (Milwood)
16. May 16. vs. Florida (Hernandez)
545ft- Career High, Busch Stadium Record

17. May 18. vs. Rorida (Sanchez)
18. May 19, at Philadelphia (Green)
19. May 19, at Philadelphia (Green)
20. May 19, at Philadelphia (Gomes)
21 : May 22. vs. San Francisco (Gardner)
22. May 23, vs. San Francisco (Rodriguez)
23. May 23, vs. San Francisco Oohnstone)
24. May 24, vs. San Francisco (Nen)
25. May 25. vs. Colorado (Thomson)
26. May 29, at San Diego (Miceli)
27. May 30, at San Diego (Ashby)
28. fune 5, vs. San Francisco (Hershiser)
29. June 8, at Chicago White Sox (Bere)
30. June I0, at Chicago White Sox (Parque)
31. June 12, at Arizona (Benes)
32. june 17, at Houston (Lima)
33, June 18, at Houston (Reynolds)

34. June 24. at Cleveland (Wright)
35. june 25, at Cleveland (Burba)
36. june 27. at Minnesota (Trombley)
37. june 30, vs. Kansas City (Rusch)
38. July II, vs. Houston {Wagner)
39. July 12. vs. Houston (Bergman)
40. july 12, vs. Houston (Banton)
-41. july 17, vs. Los Angeles (Bohanon)511 ft
42. July 17, vs. Los Angeles (Osuna)
43. July 20, at Sin Diego (Boehringer)
-44. july 26. vs. Colorado (Thomson)
45. July 28, at Milwaukee (Myers)
46. Aug. B. Vs. Chicago Cubs (Clark)
47. Aug. II, vs. New York Mets Oones)
48. Aug. 19, at Chicago Cubs (Karchner}
-49. Aug. 19, at Chicago Cubs (MulhollanCi)
SO. Aug. 20, at New York Mets (Blair)

5 I. Aug. 20, at New York Mea (Reed)
52. Aug. 22. at Pittsburgh (Cordova)
53. Aug. 23. at Pittsburgh (Rincon)
54. Aug. 26, vs. Ronda (Speier) 509 ft
55. Aug. 30, vs. Adanta (Martinez) 50 I ft
56. Sept. I, at Florida (Hernandez)
57. Sept. I, at Florida (Pall)
58. Sept. 2. at Aorida (Edmondson)
59. Se,)t. 2. at Aorida (Stanifer)
60. Sept. S, vs. Cincinnati (Reyes)
61 . Sept. 7, vs. Chicaao Cubs (Morgan)
62. Sept. 8, vs. Chicago Cubs (Trachsel)
63. Ull
17 games left in regular season
Source: St. Louis Cardinals Official Website
Eddie Grant/The News

If McGwire makes Hall, so should Maris
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Whenever the names Maris or
McGwire are mentioned, chills flow
through any· ballpark past or present.
Visions of long home runs dance in
lhe heads of any baseball fan or player. These two men each broke the
single season home run record, but
with two different perspectives. One
was booed and threatened, the other
was cheered and idolized. Either
way, they should both be inducted
into the Hall of Fame because they
have accomplished much more in
their careers.
Roger Maris, from Fargo, N.D., was
the second man in major league baseball history to bit over 60 home runs
in a single season. That season was
1961, the second of his two consecu-

tive American League Most Valuable
Player years. He was also a four-time
All-Star in the American League
through the 1950s and 1960s.
Maris also won three World Series
titles, two with the Yankees and one
with the Cardinals. He appeared in
seven World Series total. He also won
a Gold Glove in 1960.
Only Hank Aaron suffered more for
breaking a baseball record than
Maris. In the season Maris hit 61, he
lost most of his hair because of the
stress given to him by baseball players and writers.
No one wanted Maris to break Babe
Ruth's record. Everyone wanted
Mickey Mantle to break it, but he fell
short. When Maris broke the record
on the last day of the season in Yankee Stadium, only about 22,000 people were in attendance. That number

Analysis
is far from full capacity at Yankee
Stadium.
Even the commissioner of baseball,
was against Maris. He hit his 61
home runs in 162 games, while Ruth
hit his 60 home runs in 154 games.
For this reason, Maris' record was
labeled with an asterisk that lasted
throughout his lifetime. It was finally
deleted more than five years after
Maris' death in 1985 by then commissioner Fay Vincent.
Maris was shipped to the St. Louis
Cardinals after his production
declined for the Yankees, but his star
still had some shine left. Maris was a
key contributor to the Cardinals'
World Series victory in 1967.
He ended his career after the fol-

lowing season, when the Cardinals
fell one game short of consecutive
World Series titles.
In short, Maris is a two-time MVP
and has played in seven World
Series, something few men can say
they have done. This fact and a
record that wasn't attainable for 37
years are more than enough proof of
Maris' place in the Hall of Fame.
Speaking of the man who beat
Maris' mark, McGwire may have had
his dream season this year. He has
accomplished much more in his
career, however.
He was Rookie of the Year in 1987,
he set the rookie single-season home
run record with 49, he won a Gold
Glove in 1990, he has been on three
World Series teams and won one
title, won the Silver Slugger award in
1992 and 1996 and has been named

to 10 All-Star teams in his 12 seasons, just to name a few.
Every game McGwire plays in is
near or is a sellout, even road games.
He gets standing ovations from both
home and away fans. The media
storm behind the home run chase
goes beyond the sports section. Even
when some reports tried to paint
McGwire in a bad way, his character
shined through all attempts to diminish hjs accomplishments.
McGwire is also credited for reviving the sport's mainstream popularity, along with Cal Ripken Jr., after
the 1994 strike scared a majority of
fans away from the sport.
Both of these men have accomplished much in their careers. With
more than 700 home runs between
the two men, does anything else need
to be said?
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The Wall Disney College Program Is about friends,
experieoces and opponunilles you'll discover as
you live, team and eam in our world

STOP BY AND DISCOVER A WORLD
OF OPPORTUNmES AI DISNEY.
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The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting applications
from qualified students. The minimum criteria that must be met by a student
to be eligible for consideration are as follows:
A. Junior, Senior, or Graduate standing
B. Rank in the upper 35%of class
C. One semester in residence at Murray State University
D. Attainment of special distinctions in at least TWO of the following five areas:
1. Scholarships
2. Athletics
3. Campus Activities, Religious Activities, Social Service
4. Journalism, Speech, and the Mass Media
5. Creative and Performing Arts

coreermosatc <;om/tm/wdw/wdw I html

Interested students may pick up an application in the Student Affairs Office, Ordway Hall.
All applications must be turned
. in by Sept. 25 at 4:30 p.m.
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Volleyball t eam opens year at Villanova
•Volleyball: MSU traveled to anced attack. The team was led by
Villanova, Pa., to take part z.n junior Mica Wojinski with six kills and
35 assists, freshman Jessica Wood
the Villanova Invitational.
with 14 kills, 10 digs and two aces,
BY BETH HARNEY
CONTRJ8UTINC WRITER

The Murray State volleyball team is
off to a slow start after dropping three
matches at the Villanova Invitational
Tournament Sept. 4 and 5.
In their first match of the season,
the Racers lost to Montana State University in four games: 14-16, 15-3, 154, 15-9. The squad showed its well-hal-

7, 15-10. Shumard and Wood once
again led the team in kills, putting
away 15 and 11, respectively. Wojinski racked up 38 assists and seven
kills.
In the third game, the Racers' hitting fell apart as their attacking percentage plummeted from .311 in the
first game to .056 in the third.
Team stats tell the story for the
match as Villanova outdid the Racers
in every category except digs, where
MSU had a 58 to 45 advantage.
Ranked 49th nationally, Villanova is
the third-highest ranked team the
Racers will face this season.

junior Krista Shumard with nine kills
and 16 digs and freshman Audrey Nelson with 12 kills.
Montana State had its share of big
guns, too, and it employed all of them
to overcome the Racers. The team
combined for 62 kills compared to the
Racers' 48, 56 assists compared to the
Racers' 42 and 11 team blocks compared ~th only three for the Racers.
In its second contest, the Racers fell
to Villanova in three games: 15-13, 15-

WKMS to carry Racer games
specfic guidelines placed upon the radio station.
"We will have to change our ads," Dennison said. "In
fact, we are going to let them write our commercials, and
in return, we are going to give the revenue back to them.
In addition, the athletic department and University gets
exposure. I don't see a losing side to this deal."
Murray will now be in the company of Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State,that also broadcast games on
their radio stations. Dennison said the athletic department first wants to meet the FCC's rules and then make
sure it doesn't exceed the one percent air time cushion.
"I am a big fan of WKMS, and I listen to a great deal of
their programs," Dennison said. "'f I thought for a minute
this would hurt them in any way, fd be concerned."
Programs already under contract by WKMS, like Radio
Reader and Prairie Home Companion, will not be affected
by the sports coverage.

BY EDDIE GRANT
SPoRTS EDITOR

This week the athletic department and WKMS 91.3
worked out a deal that will allow the broadcast of all
Murray State Racer football and basketball games on the
University's radio station.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the deal is a great
collaborative effort.
"This is a big-time thing," Dennison said. "It will be a
great partnership between us and the radio station."
Dennison said the home and away games will be aired
starting with this weekend's game against Western Kentucky. In total, the br9adcasts will take only one percent
of WKMS air time.
In accordance with Federal Communications Commision regulations, all advertising will be modified to meet

In their third and final match of the
weekend, the Racers took on Montana
State again with similar results. MSU
dropped the match in five games: 1215, 15-6, 13-15, 15-2, 15-11. Nelson

"The good thing for us is that we
showed improvement throughout the
weekend," Schwepker said. "There
was some improvement as a team this
weekend, too, as we're all starting to
gel
as a team. We just made a lot of
stepped up once again, leading the
inexperienced
mistakes, but they are
team with 21 kills. Shumard conthings
that
we
can change."
tributed 15 kills and 17 digs. Wojinski
The Racers will square off with 29th
added 3 aces, 16 digs and 54 assists,
ranked
Michigan State on Saturday at
moving her into fifth place on the
MSU career assists list with 1,191.
the Louisville International TournaTheir performances, however, were ment, following a match against the
not enough, as the Racers were out- Czech Republic this afternoon. The
done in every category except digs, Racers will wrap up their part of the
which they once again dominated, 98- tournamentwith a match against host
team Louisville Saturday evening.
87.

.

Pro Predictions

Yickett

MIAMI vs Buffalo
JACKSONVILLE vs Kansas City
PITTSBURGH vs Chicago
GREEN BAY vs Tampa Bay
NY JETS vs Baltimore
TENNESSEE vs San Diego
DETROIT vs Clnclnnatti
ATLANTA vs Philadelphia
NEW ORLEANS vs Carolina
SEATILE vs Arizona
OAKLAND vs NY Giants
ST.LOUIS vs Minnesota
DENVER vs Dallas
NEW ENGLAND vs Indianapolis '
!WASHINGTON vs San FranciscO
*Home teams capitalized

Miaml17
Buffalo 7
Jacksonville 4
Kansas City 17
Pittsburgh 20
Pittsburgh 28
Green Bay 9
Green Bay 14
New York 7
Baltimore 3
Tennessee 10
Tennessee 6
Detroit 7
Cincinnatti 7
Atlanta 1
Atlanta 14
Catalina 10
New Orleans 7
Seattle 14
Seattle 21
Oakland 6
NY Giants 1
Minnesota 21
Minnesota 13
Denver9
Denver 14
New England 10 Indianapolis 7
San Francisco 3 W~ington3
*Picks and margin of victory

Miaml10
Kansas City 3
Pittsburgh 24
Green Bay 7
New York 13
Tennessee 7
Detroit 7
Atlanta 3
New Orleans 3
Seattle 10
NY Giants 7
Minnesota 10
Dallas 3
New England 7
San Francisco 10

Records thus far

11-4

10-5

Eddie Grant

8-7

Jason Billingsley

John Simanowitz/The News

Classifieds
PERSONALS
ConsrJtulauon~ to IX thr an Uwt:'!l>me
Ru•h ;mu CO<l<.l lu~k to the new ple<Jge
d:l.'>l> • ,\tlndy ~nd IX-IIIn<b
To the ll~tthcrM of Alpha S111ma Pht We
h.u.l an ~wt.,.>me lime at nur mixer. Love,
the , i.'ilers of AIA
CongrJmlatk>ll:! Mitt! •1nu Tr.td on Y<MJr
t.'f1KJJ!<'mc:nts! • . )')ur ~L'ilcrs in AJ:.A

Consmtulukms ron...., m..'fl"llx-r.. of AIA•
You uu,.,
1\0 Jwe.<liTIC:l •
AIA

=
=·

HAPPY 20th
cu:MII •.

'

81R111DAY,

•

lti!U.Y

JuHe

UI"'do::y :and H:lrblt; you two are cloinsl a
grt::11 job ..1th our new 1~ • , AIA
Alpha :;;~ Alpha would like to wbh :Ill
lhc 111<.-n AOC>.I lock in Mr MSU

Stq>IJ:lnic IX';Ufnrd nnJ all tlf lhc llu."ee'
Girb-Go:xl l.u<.k d.lncmg 111 the gan!f'
~JI., w~ knew. you11 do GRI!A11 Lov~,
III
Kdly, thank.~ fnr
~t'ilcr. m

Mn

a KJ1!.1! rern::tl . • , your

GoOO Lu<:k Shawn 1n Mr MSU. • . I.IW ~c'
ters ul ArA

Slunnnn· Wtirt- klOkinH fnrw;~,.,l In Pur·
.-nt\ Day Brum h S.ll, • . your sbtc:rs in

ArA

NOTICES

----------------free Ca5h Graue.! <.:nlltl!<'. S<:hnbr.hip.~.
Hu.<Jn.-s.' Mt:<.h.:ai Hill~. Nwer lkpay Toll
!'"-"' 1-!le»-llB-'JCi()IJ (;)(!, G·7'Stlll
FREF. POC)I.nnJ DRINKS "-tt, Sqlt. 12
7 p.m . fnr 311 MSU SluJenr.; &
Fa<Ui!y Jl Ure:~k TlnJC II•JiiJfl.l on 94 f<1."1

frum ..! till
7'S9-9~j

BREEZEI.A"'L> ~IX1:\1MIN<.; I'OOL • ~tut·
<.by, Sepc~ht:r 12, I 30 p.m.. Olympic'
,izc "'''h d"IOM wdl . I'I ac:n:s bntl Tcnni.-1 Coun 1\Jthhoo"d!. M::l'll fin<.':A 3~
Rob,:rt.• Oil\~, A.o;hl:md, KY 0111 lor
bm<:hure. lirnuk.' Well, Rroker/Aucti<lneer. 006-329-ROOO.
STEEL BUILDINGS SAl.£ • 1'),000+ .,,.,;.

40x60xl4, S8.33S;

~x75•U.

$1'!-667,

50xl00xl6. $14,333; tl0x100xl6, ~1!>,293
Miru~tflt:lJI<! huUd~. 40x18.l1 Y, unit>,
Sl11,175. P= hnxhur.:s. "'""·w.<entinel·
OO.ik.l•ng..com Senund Hu•k.hnjtS. 8.!0-327·

STEI!L BUilDINGS! - Fattory doseo()UI!C,
mu.'lt liquidate Dt once! 30'x40', 40'xSO',
'i(l'x60', 50'xl00'. 60'xl20', 80'x17'S',
IOO'x200'. Riding ~ren:u; f'a,1<>ry dlrnt
s;~vtnjllj. Pall delivery! ll00-4~2. ~xt
921.
excnLEr.T PROFTTS LOG HOME
WHOLE.<;ALERS- Join prov~n IR year lDg
M;mufacrurer. 16 kiln-dried lo!t lol)'lo •Un·
lng $1.2,190. Exclusive temtcxy. Mr. &k:k,
00..1-321-5647. Old Tuner Log Homo.
.,...,. •
--'····· $$ ,
~..
....,.sH • lmm"""""
101' ~ll'UCIU•.:u ~e"' tit-men~ :iild &ft:m!d IMUt:ltla! dlUn'
J.G. Wen(V;orth 8R&2.H-5375.
HOME EQurrY LOANS - O.."hh C<X\'lOI•wbon; 1~ ~-quil)' loal\'5; ,inglc-<k>uhle
wide ,.ilh bnd OK, p;~y oif bnd contracts.
tbnkrupcde:>. slow credit OK. Apply by
phone, Bbck Dbrnond Mong:~ge, ~

WOLFF TAI'NING BED~ • T:tn Ul home:.
Huy dlrtt1 :mu save! C.oil1111c.:rdal/hnmc:
unit' from S19'). li•'-V rnoothly [IUyml'!'IL<
f'n:e color t:ntuln~. \.all today l!OO-&t2•l310
e;., Stc:~.,, ln.,t;tlhui<ln • Cl>e:tfl R;~tc~, hi)lh
qu;tlity lk:rvk'<l. \.;(II Ch:~u 7~.H 196
SEIZED CAllS l'rom $1, Pnr:«:he.1.
C:Jdillac,, Chc:VVI!, IIMW'11, C'x>rvette<. Al<O
jL'Cf'o', -.WI>', Your An:-•. T<~ll'ree 1~
21~9000 lixt A-7~1R for n•rrcnt ll:i~inl!o'·
GOV'T FOR.E~I'D honx:s for pc:nntc:ll
on $1. DchnqU<•nt Tax , Repo·~. REO'~
Your ~TOll F~
~218-9000 "Ext. H·7'JOS for aun:nt IL'<IIn~

m-u1s.

en

FOR -------RENT
-----Apanmenc 112 b1odc from MStJ

c~

7'J3-7!/J7. S29S/month.

Bill PROBLEMS?-~ ext. 1027
9:tm-9pm 7 da~'ll. Debe coo'>Oikbl.iOtl
loan.'lfprogr:ulb av:~il:lble B3IJ credit OK
No ad~~:~nre f~-c,t fn:c con.'<lllution. Nnn·
pnii1 Lower p;t)'mc:nL,. AmenDebt.

\t'Hl!N TiiE BAJ\K SAYS "NO" • Call u.,,
Con.'iOlidue debt, 100'Ho&l25% loatu, pur·
chase anti refinance, tul'llt'd down d~

wh.-n:? Utt.le or no equity, loons for all
credit. Midwt"st National Morwgc: RJnc,
Inc. Olll toll free, 888-'548-83011. HUD Li<
•72fl40..0000';, HUD Uc. •llS<ll.(](l(J()3.
REfiNANCE I'A$11

Over-thc·phnnel

Nt't'd "-'(:ond cha.no-e> C!'edit prohlcn"'.
bonkrufllCY, lon:cln~ul'elS OK! Sctnmg
under 7%- APR. 11.973 Platmum 01pit;.ll.
NatiMwl(le Lend~r. 80()..699-LEND.
www.platlnurncdpilal.com
HOMEOWNERS' • Ddx Consoli<l:ldonl
Sorrow $2S,()()()-$100,000. Too many hllb>
Home
•mpnw~ments.
Apply
hy
phone/H·hour 3Pf)I'U"'oll No equ•tY
rt-quin:u Plaunum 01pn·:tl, 800-523·
'i363!0pen 7 days. """"""·platonumc.'.lpi·
ral.olllll

01n(>O 1\uhble Jet 610 'iCneS pnnltr. Tv.t>
)'e:l"' old !'.xed lent t"On<.biK!Cll c::omc,.

,.,f.h

urwer disk~-uo for \VIJldov.,9'i, power
<'0«1, :.nJ 3 =ra Ink c:utrid~ SIOO!! For
more mfo. c:tll j:lson Billml'sle)· 31 502·
762-29H.

HELP
-----

WANTED

~ppliCIIKII\S at BREAK 11~tl
BIUIAKO. Apply rn pt'r.i<>n 7S9-9303

Nov.· uking

$1000'1 POSSWU! 'JYPI.NG l"•n Tome. At
Uun'<!. Tc~l Free (I) tii.O.:ll~)IX)I) l!lll T·
7'5M for I..JM•nl4'
Sprtn,ll Brt-Jk '9'>·~11 Tnp~. !lam 0.1sh &
Go FRI'E!!I :->tucl<·nt Tr.1wl St-rvk....,. "' now
hinn11 t'Jmpu• rcp,,l!tol>P <>l'!fJnizcrs
Ln"-""t r;ltl'' t<> ):Uil:lk·a. Mt:XIt"O & ~1ort<h
Call l~i-l~·i/lq')

Spnn)l Hn.•ak 'I)C}..'i<:ll Tnpo., fetm 01•h &
Cio l'r<'ci !\1-:-. b now lurln!! c.unpti.' n:p:1
l.;>w<"L r:Ht'' tn J;~m.uca, Mc•u;o & Floridl.
Call JiO()-M~4iH9 nr apply <mime Jl
WWW~'tr.Jvd.t'UIIl
PROFF.'-.~IONAL SAlf'-"·I'ERSON WANTf.D - l'nr l•x•l area tu m.111\et unoque
lln;rndll pni<hKt ;~munJ cc><mty lead.:~:<.
Shouk.l be nutu~. wrll jUO<"lfnal, & w;nt
tn t:'.lm in ext'e:l.~ of S')(),OOO per yt:.lr. 01U
H<>b Tarklr, ~299·76~. ~onday
throu!!h frid.ly for per.;on;il onlt'nie'N.

AVON I'ROOUCTS • '>Un yoor n~n bu1J.
n..:..... Work llc:xU>Ie hnun.. Enjoy unlimired
..... ~. c.n toll I'~ HHR-~1·2.!166
DRIVER~ • OVrr The Road, 3'i 11t110 FLu
wllh likle:\, tuc rnndc:l C1lfl\lt:ntiorulti. ~
)'-'llrs t-xperk:nc.e. ~an .3Qt ·.J3C a mne +
benefit..._ Clll lll0-44+M-lll.
DRIVER • OTR hon\1.'1,

beneli~

miles,

equlpm;:nt, poy CcM:Ilallt Tr:Ul,,[X)t\ ha• It
all!
R00-441,...~94
experienced
drtver'l/owner operator& R00-33B-6421l
graduate studenl.'l Uud Mqoer Tl\K•k Une.~.
R~friRer~tcd haulin11. 01lltoll fn:c 877·21136393. ~Kilo drtver.. & conlr.lao!ll.
DRIVERS, OTR · You may have Irk.'<! lhe
l'l.'SI now try the l!t!.'<t! Dlyho" IY lbtht'<l
Home mo.o;t wt:ekend<! Year round riUc:r.,
full ht:nelits, optical, dental, pre;crip!K>n
t:ard, 40IK!pen..,;oo, 9Ql(, 110-{{JU<:h, tnp
pay-<ltn:ct depo>olt, ilS.Sij!ncd II'"JtlClf'll.
:iound ~ 800-j-46.1542. Joe., ~rdirul
FrciJ!ht 01mers, COL-A "'il.h Haz-M.It
required: EO£:
DRIVERSJOTR • A gre;u pay pl:ml At Sll·
100, be:il driYall z>t:Ut at 33 qlm. Corwmllonal~. 6 rt10illh!l OTR Top ~ in
owner/operator pay. SML 800-~33-'i765
!">RIVERS J<.'ID 0\VNt'IH>PilRAlORS Nf."'!ded with II:Hhed expenc:no..~ fD run the
Soulhc::;bt. Home: wt:c:kench, tcrmuul I"'Y•
weat bcnefrt p:~clu~. C..ll Wdhorn
Tran<pon ~S2 al SC02.
DRIVERS, AVERnT EXPRESS· ~n ~t up
IO 32( 3 mile. Sll':tiRh! pay. Top :u 3Sf II
mile In;~., htde a.~ 2·i"montn~. Horne wttk·
1y.IIOO-&l647S3, EOE.
OIUVERS • Hiring dnver lrnmr:e;, experl·
~ driver-;, & drtver lr:tu11:rol Home:
lllfl<'ot wl'c:kend,, fuU n.,ndit,, lop puy .md
equipment, adv:~n<:em~l opponun1t1<.,
Expc:ricnt'<.'<l: A00-3(16..02'i0, ln~xpert·
t.-ncro: fl00.206-7364. C.,ae-m/1)

A1TEN110N: TRUCK ORIVI!RSl W.- na-d
Kentucky lr.lonc:es ~nd experlcnctd t...-Jm'
ur hingle>~ now. N<.> experience needed
COL l.r:linlng provk.l~u E.tm $74'5/WK.
'I<> employment cnnii'"Jt..1. ~16-<;o';<;
Plli~AERS

NEEDED· Wurl< In l.extn!(t<>n
E.xcdk-nl pay :1nd hend.L,. titX>-23 I· '1070.
DRIVER.'> • Teams & Sole>~~. 3 m<>nth" +
,;chool mtn.. Exp., drop & hook no tnU<:h

frc•!lht. ;l'-'iMJled wnv,. Frei!!hlhnc:rs,
exfellent pay :uxl m1b, lncrt'<libk t>enc-

fil., & mlb. mib, mile> Ccbdon Truck·
in!!. 800-71.9-9770.

:iOIJTHERN I"!DIANA RASE() OOMPANY
• ttl' •nll1'k!dt:tt.e open•~ for OTR driYel". Pnxlu<:r c:xpenenre 3 mu.-.t. New
equipment. M«< DOT n:quimnents. AI)().

4:!4·9013.
DRIVERS • !llatinnally known c-.uner.; liTe
cll't:rin!! tree truek dnvtT lr.lining "11h no
rontt:lt1.' & no gommicks for more dculls
oil 10).86<;.i'.!114

DRIVERS. OTR • No Nc:w Yorlc Clty, No
NP./C.1n;Jdl, Nn lo<.~thng 11( trnto..dlnjt, no
hull, Min. 23 y.-ur wolh I ye-M OTR CDL
with HazM;tt. P:w·hall Tn1ck lines 8CJO.
~.

DRIVER.'\ WANTED · Prt\feMinnal OTR I
yctr c:xpc:ri<'tl<:c TIT drl~c:n. Only dlC.'
hiMhly 111f141V,Ut-d, ~afl.'!y <lrirnted f'lrt'd
~rrly. We ·~tl:r- HI!! rn...;k,, hiM houd,, htR
mlli."oljle ;tl!d fl'lCltti l'nr fl10f"e Info on our
48 >Lilt: opc:r~uort 0111 F.hte Expn::-.i :K:
fiCl0-441-43 Ill,
HEATING ANI> AIR CONI>ITIONTNG •
Sa\<k:c Te<.hndm and llllot:lllc!r. Lia:"""
and CFC Cc:rtil"..::uion R."q\li~ Cnonprehen,,l\·~ ht:ndit pat.!<~ lndudtnl( hc:~kh,
lofe :tnd dklhiltty ln.1Ut:lnct:. Paid >'lClUOil,
ho!Kby ll1Kl ~lck d.ly. Retirant:nl pbn. 2'S+
year.~ comp:;tny. W6-2j6.8787, 6064972ZI9, RC(l..46-4-8966.
Pov....,.>Urt-e
Tr:ln.,(lQit;ttlon, " lookln)l for OTR O:o·,.
N<> fon:cd dL'{lQidt. 1011l4> drop anti hook.
3 )'.::In< 0/0 cxp.'tlCnce .\llnimum 26
Y<"~"' nld Top <.'Onl.r.'ILI<>" e:sm up 10
~t.tW; p.or 111ol.-! Tt~ms nc:.:dcd 100! ~
OWNER OI'ERAT<)R.\ •

36f!-871!9
FRil::NI llY TOYS & GIPTh • H~• openmg.•
lnr p:Hty dt•rnun.'ilrJI•"" and IT\31Ul!Cf"'
Home Ja:nr, )lith,
Chrfstma.' !lam

'"Y"·

Ct,h, tnps r<'('(>Rnlliun
mat1on. ~-·lll!l-41f7~.

F~

Clblt>jt, mfnr-

ADVANCP. YOlll< fi.A111EI> CARI'F.R
WITI1 AI)SI • Phone uppo., AI\Jlf'>wd In 2
SI,OOO ''lin-on honus anJ mol'l!l

h"""''

C'~tll

ltl<.l:ty! H00-646·.H311.

c~J

1007
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'ntU<.K Ol!IVERS NI:EOI!I> - 160 ~.0:.
Of'<'" now. No <~t em, tminlnjl avall.thle
If qu~lllltoJ. F~m ~ ur more. Home
11100( "''eekenJ., Call. ~2-41611.

I>ATA I'.NTRY • f.x":llcnt tn<"Omt:: . Flextble
huu,.. Cumpc:n.'l:lllllll ha,.:d on boci•R"'"'nd and c•p<"riet"M;~. W-9/W-2 W"J~
fi/PT. \l<.'<llt"::l hc:nctiL'I avatLtblt:. Mu.-.t
ha\'1: f.•II'IOIII <'UJUhll~lc!;. C:IQ ~7034'133, 310.32<;-2147
RECOMF. A MI!OICAL fiiWNG rCUJMS
~PEOAU~T • lfome ICIJ()y. Gre-dt ~>1,
npputtun!tb or >1.111 your own ll\Ntle'Ot.
P.C.I>I . Adantl, C'~. F~-.: Cln!cr til·
erJrun:. 800-3(12·7070, O.:fll, .\1CK742.
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MOBILE HOME LOANS • '716 dt>wn, Kt:O ..
n:~ndng/Equoty u);lns Pn:c: :.<:ll<'nl kil
U.nd or Hom.c: lt)<tn.' Rcpo und :~""'unable
lo=•· Go:en Tn:t: Fin;•nclal, H<J0.221~ll>4
nr 000.5'i4-8717.
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WECTACI..JVJt WAlT.RfROl'(l' HARGAI!Io1

- 3+ :1<.n:<, 400ft. lakdront, S59.900 ~·
to rnari\et. Beautifully 1!IO<>dt:d wid1 k!OJ(
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~ rout"<. Pa\ed I'IUci•, Uloldk'-, soil•
to:.,tted. Perf~, for ll:lc.nion/tt"tirernent
!lome. Excd.lt.-nt fof\:ll'll.'lllR Call now 000.
704-3154,
942S
A AEAl~FVL CAJI.'OLEUGHT ·Old f'~,),.
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no test,, Ht::utland llO<H41141697 CVOW..l.
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WEDDING UELL'> IN THll SMOKII'S • A
llOiqUt: wt:ddllll! chapel 00~inl( C:l!~'fY·
1nin11 fnr le:.'>. Sfl<!"lal niTer Ccn:m<lny,
picture>, vic.k<1. 11C1w.,..s II<;, Givt: lli a
ult. fl00.9n-zos2.
A BEAU11FUL BEGINNING • Chn.,Uan
Wt:ddm~; pholow:tflhy; c:mdldil!ltt cen:monies, houqu~ts, ordamed mml•le,.
t.ove·~ ~'cddins Clupel, Pt!!c:on FOt')!e.
lN. Toll-free I·DO I-DOl Cl!77-4jl).oi362l.

GET MARRIED • Smoky \lounullll<, =a.<
m<)l;( hc:lutiful dupc:l,, cll\blnc:d mlnl...
tcr., complete arr:llll!f:rncnt.•, hnney·
m<>Onifutllly cnbJn.,, ~thuking view"
Wedding art"JR!!Cint:l'ltS A00·8''H·7274.
V;~~,.';liiOn lodjling. ~)4.'5814.
A BEAU11~1Jl CANDLEUGHT, CHAPI!l. •
Ouisti:m O!Un:h Wctklonx. G~thni>UQf•
ori)tin:ll <•ina: 191!01. Ph<liCl!lr:tflhy, rnu.'>i<",
001>o·er!<. j:k"UZZl w•to. llrepl;aa.-s, <lrwlncd

mmio;ters, Rt.'\' Ed T.>ylor, R()().34().2779.
hap.fP11JnbufliCh:lpels.com
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!.Son
2.Ep

ACROSS
1 S&lj•
3 Fad

3.FIIum
4. Decks

5 Roer

.5. Reed

7. Colle<:ltd

6. Ra.d

8 TOM
10. O.ed
1\.Ameaa
1<4 Raw.
15. Upend
11. Ana.
18 Cards
111. Actft
20 Aaron
23 Rirld

7.Cen•nng
8 Oef.mng
·11 . Anua

12. Astit
13 Susan
14

Floc

16 DOS
21 Agnes

22.0call
23 Rear

25. Snll
27 G-p.g

24 Dupe
25 sao

28~

26. Tabs

28SBA

30 Oall

Septetnber 19
Available Tuesday, Sept. 15

Starting at 1 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
Sponsored by

"Rounders"
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"Wronlfully Accuaed"
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The International Teams help regions develop viable
solutions to problems through a combination of
creativity, global interaction and economics.

"Ever Alter"
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ANNEX

Continued from Page 1

Continued from .Pa~e l

ing based on the facts presented."
Although the fine was minimal, Jonas hopes it will
send a message to fraternities that dry rush week
s hould be taken seriously.
"We can party with these people all year long except
for rush week," he said. "I think everyone should be
able to abstain for just this short time to keep up tr adition, in order to keep everything fair and neutral."
Chris Thomas, Pi Kappa Alpha president, said he
had mixed feelings about the outcome of the Judicial
Board hearing.
"I was glad it was shown that we did not have
rushees at a party with alcohol," he said. "But as for
t he Pikes who got together and drank during rush
week, I was angered Pi Kappa Alpha was fined
because other fraternities were just as guilty on that
count."
Thomas said he was not worried the Pikes would lose
half their pledge class because he knew rushees were
not present at a Pike party at which alcohol was
served.
"I am just relieved that the incident is behind us,
because it was a waste of my time and the Pikes' time,"
he said. "When you are the top fraternity, someone is
always out to knock you down."
Thomas said the fraternity is taking measures to
prevent such incidents in the future.
"We took some measures to insure that it wouldn't be
an issue this year, but it was," he said. "It will definitely not be an issue next year."

parts of the north and
south sides. He said its
architectural style will
strive to mirror some
older buildings on campus, like Wells or Wilson
Hall.
After it is built, the
whole building might be
renamed to illuatrate
that it houses all of the
College of Education, not

RENOVATIONS
Continued fro m P••ge 1

Dewey Yeatts, head of facilities management, and Jim
Baurer, director of the Curris
Center. Betty Bligents, superintendent for Marshall County
Schools, will also be on the
committee. He said the committee has not met yet but
hopes to meet in the next two
to three weeks.
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Yours, mine and ours
Welcome to consignment of Exceptional Quality.
We invite you to visit and buy in our attractive
consignment shoppe which offers Quality
fashions for women, men, children, accessories,
maternity wear.
Enjoy wearing designer clothing at a fraction of
the cost.
Beautiful, and in Excellent condition
Wear "Sak 's Fifth Avenue" Quality at "Sak 's
~
Fifth Avenue" Price
~

: ttJ.

cation Building at the
University of Indiana
and a new engineering
compleie at Paducah
Community College.
Bidding for an architect should be finished
by mid-October. Also by
that time, the annex
committee will have finished its tour of other
facilities. It should by
then know exactly what
it will want.the architect
to include within the
complex's walls.

us out on t
Homecoffiing Ou_een
Nominations
Sept. 16 at 4:30 p. rn.

184~~~~~~-VV.

Successful candidates will be
self-motivated, have good
communication skills, and
two or more years of work
experience is preferred. No
insurance of finance
experience necessary.

the first priority, receiving $7.1 million. The rest
went to Carr Health and
the Business Building.
The 13-member committee in charge of the
new building will soon
begin to visit other facilities. Members will look
for ideas on technology
and how to set up labs
and classrooms.
They will examine the
new William T. Young
Library at the University of Kentucky, the Edu-

htt ://www.thenews.or

PRO RODEO EQUIPMENT
WESTERN WEAR, TACK FEED,
STALL SHAVINGS, VET SUPPLIES

W e are one of the country's
largest insurance and financial
services companies and are .
expanding our operations in
the Westem Kentucky area.
We have several openings for
dynamic individuals as
Prudential Agents to market
our Insurance and financial
products in the Western
Kentucky community.

September I I. 1998

just the department of
special education.
The money for the construction of the annex
came from a $10 million
allocation by the Kentucky General Assembly.
The allocation was originally intended for the
renovation
of Carr
Health, but the University was eventuaJly
given the authority to
use the money as it
chose. The Special Education Building became

•

STATE LINE
,4.,-e
WESTERN WORI.D 1 _INC.

Career Sales
Opportunity

The Murray State News

2 Locations

Court Square
753-4087

1fours: 10 a.m. · 5 p.m.

~tlonda_y

605 South 12th St • Suite f

Gray's Flea Mkt.

CH~XJt HOUS~

609 1/2 South 4th

"Murray's Largest Buffet: -- 30 Items

Antiques: fum. 6 glass
FurnitUre: new 6 used

1..iBuHet served 7 days a week"i.."c
*Sunday Buffet Served All Dayi

APPLIANCES

-tctO% Discount with MSU Student J.D.
·carry-out avail~ble ·

TOOLS; now 6 used
BABY ITEMS; turn. 6 misc.

slNitia'bE

lllUlli

406 N.12th St.
Next to Pizza Hut
759-2348

· Saturd@

·catering
• Gift Certificates
·Banquet Room

SUnday-Thursday
11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Friday & saturday
11 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

with this ad
753 -7047

!{your /ooldug for a clturdt to ca/1/wmc•,
Gleudttle ;,,. tlte one.

Glendale Church of Christ
Glendale Rd.

-....:

Cadiz
522-7875

131£3 APPLt CAff

Most Major Brands

•Bralte Service
•Transmission Service

We offer training, a training
allowance, excellent growth
potential, an extensive
benefits package, flexible
hours and a wide range of
products.

•Cooling System

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: II a.m.- Midnight

Call or forward your resume
in confidence to:
Prudential
Attn: Steve Lance;
Branch Manager
3553 Park Plaza Rd.
Paducah, KY 42001
442-7950 ext. 6121

t

"The Clarence Dobbins Review"
R&B Music • Sept. 12

....,,Ttia··sitack··stia·ckers;;·:··s·ept:··1a···
LOCATED ON 641 S.

Prudential Is an equal
Opportunity Employer.

Welcome
Parents &
Families!

12 miles South of the Racer .Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
Sor no minors after 9:30 p.m.

The prudential Insurance
Company of America
751 Broad Street
Newark, New Jersey 071 02-

~

507 s. 12th '

(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

•]\
_~~~

--Panhellenic Council

Prudential

If you have not seen an adven lslng
sales representative,
cau 762-4471, todayl

MSU VS. "'ESTERN
Saturday, Sept. 12 ® 7 p.a..

C.4~PU5

CONN[CT

cars to vans

Student Calling Specials

Requirements

. 12¢ I minute
no hidden fees or surcharges
International rates vary

150 FREE Minutes
Sign-up Bonus

AC lease 2 t years old, valid drivers license•
Major credit cards (VIsa, Mastercard,
American Express, and Discover)
Local Pickup avaiJaiJJe

Parker Pord Lincoln-Mercury
LONG DISTANCE MANAGEMENT

Main sc.
Downcown Murray
70t

Ca11 1-800-599-1 000
or see our booth in
the Curris Center

753 • 5273 Ask for
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